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FOREWORD
7 .

. r

"Preparing for Public Ser$4.ce" is a one quarter course desiXned'tb acquaAnt high school
.

A ,

students with the common competencies related to all Publi.c_Service jobs, In. additton to the

).student centered materials found in this' book, a teacher's;Auide.outlining- how this book can'
-','-'

, 9.
.;.be used in acourse setting has been deVeloped for the potentiaj user. . k.

The Preparing for. Public Service course ;is the second' in a series of three courses developed

as a comprehensive aoproach to vocational skill development in Pulbic Service, for Georgia High -
,

lmo--
Schools. While materials in this course are valuable td the student without benefit of the.remaining-,

two-Courses in the series, a student would normally enrolo "Orientation to P'ublic.erviceprior
. .

to enteringthis course, Upon su:Llssful completion a*student woulg thedenroll in the Pyblic. . .1

Service Skill Development program which is taught in the community.

.A . with All curriculum materials and guides,'the infOrmation)contained here is a beginning

,point. In order for this course to effectively meet the needs'oteach indiVidual student the 47

user must adapt to local and individual student needs. As such, i make a strong recommendation

that extensive use of the curriculum guides be used with the materials. Included in these guidet..
,

.

,.
. .

. .is a wide Purge of suggestions for helpingthese materials meet the local clastroom teachers needs.
, ,

..4This material was prepared,bp.the "Applied Program of Public Serv.fcen under a direct grant to'
.. . ,-, ,

.
. ,-Gwinnett County Schools from the Georgia State 'Department Office.for'Adult and Vocational Education. 1 .

.

(DAVE). OAVE is presently under the directiOn of. Dr. Russell Clark, Assistant Superintendent of

Adult and Vocatiodal Education Programs%

Daniel L. Cowart

Project ordinator. and Operations Director,
.
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EFFECTIVE WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

Introduction to Communication

I.

This padket wasprepared to help you become skillful with some of the many forms of written

'
icommunication you wil4encounter in Public Service, whether or not you decide do a career in public

service. These forms.include qte business letter, the application form,-the memorandum, and the

short report. - i

. ,

In order fbr you.to be able to communicate effectively in'writing, Au need to know exactly what

'it means to communicate and hoiv important communication is in our everyday lives. There are many forms
,

. . ,

of communication that dO not use words. -When you are writing, although you May never have realized

this before, you Ore using one o f these other fonts. Therefore, it is important to know about the other

forms of communication and how thay may effect your writing: The basic introduction will help you to

learn some of these things abou,communicatioq.

WHERE AM I GOiNG'?'

tit
O

By the time r-finish this basic introduction; I 'will be able 6 explain the meaning of the word

,.. i
.

communicate". I will be able to tell what is meant by."verbay and "nonverbal" communication and
,

4

explain how these sometftes combine. I will be able to.dehlonsttate examples Q these two major forms
(

.
. .

.04

of commoication,_

1 01-
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4 HOW WILL I GET THERE?
ow wiLl. I KNOW,WHEN I'VE ARRIVED?'

74 .

21. I will read the material provided

on.the following pages.

2. I will complete the Self -Check Activity

3. I wil ompletI e the Improvisation

Activity.

O

44

0

4E

1. ..I)will,check my comprehension/of the

material by-checking-my answers to' the

Self-Check Activity.

ask' for mkcjassTatest:and teacher's

reactions to my performance',pn theImpro-

visatiOn

444
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INTRODUCTION TO.COMMUNICATION

4

Have.you ever" thought about:the meaning of the word "communicate"? "Communicate" means
'.0

, to senda.message that has meaning. To help you in understanding this definition.a little A.
1

4
i ...

s bette'r, read.the followi story about A morning in the life of a high school student named,

_ Li. ,

,

.. .
1 /

,s
40 Jane.

, 6.

When the alarm clock went off,at 6:30 oma school day, Jane pretended that she didn't hear

it and burrowed deeper,into the covers. Ten minutes later, thOugh, when she heard her mother's

voice calling her'froni downStairs, Jane knew she, had to getup. While she was getting dressed,

'l

Jane turn ed on the radio to her favorite station for the morning.music pOW. As she was combing

her hair, the disc jockey played the song Jane and her boyfriend, Mike, thought of as theirs,
% .

, /and she began to daydream pout Mike and the spring.formal. When she heard Mer mother's irritated,

-,

. voice calling. her again, Janesf)nished dressing and hurried-Oownstairs. At the breakfast table,,
.

. .
.

-___--- .Jane exchanged !'Good Obrntngs" with her parents. ,She poured herself a cup of coffee'frop a coffee-

pot attached to a timer that made it Start automatically. While she was glancing at the newspaper,
.2

Jane's younger frother can rushing into-the kitchen, scowling at everyone who spoke to him.

Bos6, the family dog, nudged Jane's elbow with his nose: Every morning.Jane fed him pieces of

toast and Bosco was getting impatient. The soundof Mike's car horn outside ended breakfast for

Jane.' the grabbed her books,, hurriedly said goodbye and rushed out to join Mike.

.

*Et Jti
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Thissimple,little story is not just about a girl named Jane;..itiis about communication in

y fprms. Take a few minutes to jot doWn ona piece of scrap paper all the instances, ot\

comm nication you canffind in this story.

How many instances of communication did you find? You probably realized that people werel
41

sending other people messages in' the story and evtn that a dog (Bosco) WO sending a message,

but did yoU realize that mechanqal gadgets wer,e sending messages to people and that electrical

gadgets were sending messages to each other? The alarm clock sent Jane a message that it was

time to get up, and Mike's car horn sent Jane
,

coffeepot an electrical message that it was.

. 1

message that Mike was outside. ,The timer sent the

me to start

Of course, thegadgetsln.our'story diiIn't send "verbal"11stages (messages with wordsi. . Th5

"verbal" or "word"'messages in our story w re ail sent by people. Jane sent her parents. a word

message when she said "Good morning" and ceived a word message when she listeneeto the radio

and read the newspaper. The people in this ry also used "nonverbal." communication (communication

' withOiit.words)'. The scowl on Jane's brot Iface told how he felt. Jae was send,fn.ja."nonverbal"

message to herself,_ when she was: daydream

cgmbined.-The irritable tone in Jane't

Jane to, breakfast to tell Jane her mo

-OP

Sometimes the,"verbal" and "nonverbal" messages were

othe 1 voice combined with the words herm6ther used to Call

er meant business,,Thewords of the song Jane listened,to

combined with the music to convey message.

4 11.11.
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ever

i

1

1

TheSe are just a few of the hundreds of verbal"onverbal, and combined messages we get
. ,

,/
day..5pmetiimes our very lives may depend on messages, both verbal and nonverbal/. Consider

I1

I

how/a siren, a buzzer[, orthe:picture of a skull and crossbones on a bottle of poison-for examp
.,

may save our I.*, y warning us of danger. Many times, as on a bottle of poison tilat bas the
- /

word "POISON" and the picture of a skull !ard crossbones on it,,verbal and nonverbal messages work

together, but sometimes they may worklagainst each other. Imagine arriving for a job interview

sloppily. You may compunicpte the right -*ins verbally to the interviewer, but

is your physical appgarance'communicatinetoyour_prospective employer? If you

nly the verbal forms/of communication in our little story, It's probably because

dressed very

what, :metsage

jotted down o

coul' society we, are most used to,thinking in terms of Verbal communicatiori, but is important

. V toremember about nonverbal forms,' of communication as well.

a,

s..

D.

A
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Activity 1 SELF-CHECK

1

Objective: I will check,my ability to recall important points about communication discussed in

this intr4ductfoN and.I will distinguish betWeen verbal and nonverbal communication.

ax

Resources: This self-check activity, pencil or pen.

Part 1

Instructions: Below is a list of messageS, we received in our everypy lives. Beside

each message, write whether that message is verbal, nonverbal, or a combination of. 6th.
t

1. The "warning' label on a padkage of cigarettes.

2. A telegram.

3. A flashing blue light on the top of a car.

4. A billboard advertising a nearby motel.

5. A bell that rings at the end of math class.

6. Saying "hello" ina pleasant voice..

7. The frown on your parents' faces when you come in two hours late.

'8. A red traffic light.

9. .A cross on the top, of a building.

10. Your favorite song.



O

Fart II

_7

i Instructions: Supply the best short answer that you can for each of' the following sentencesT7'-'

1. To communicate means
. .

2. People can communicate with people,..but communication can also take place between

and

3. "Verbal" communication peans

4. "Nonverbal" communiCation means

-I '5. An example of verbal,communidation

' 6. An example of nonverbal communication

7. An example of the two.kihds of communication combined is
V

. N
8. An example of a time when the -two kir* of commuhltcation conflict vOt-h each other is

9: Ali example of verbal communication that may save our lives

10. An example offnonverbal communication that'may save-our-lives:fs,

llow will-1 know I've Done it Correctly?

I 4011 check my'answers wits answer key.

2i,
7,

44.
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Activity 2 .IMPROVISATIONS :

. .

Objective':''' I will demonstrate some instances of verbal and non - verbal communication.

1

ACIDITY

Resources: Some imagination and several of your classmates.
... $ ..

\`
.

,

, . ,
I.

Instructions: Get into groups of two or three and select one of the situatioha be row

or create'one of.your'own as dghup. Assign party and improvise (make up dia)ogue

and action, as you go along) a,2-3 minute skit around the situation: Have eachiplayRr

use both dialogue (verbal communication) and.some form of.nonverbal communication such

as gesture,-facial,expression, body movement, or voce tone. You, can make'the total

. . . _
effect of the -communlcation either positive or negative. ,r4 :

3
Situations: -

) , .

.,, .
.

. .

1. You are a nervous prospective employee of a public service agency (select One) and have
.. .

arrived for an interview'with the personnel manager.
..,

2. You arta public service agency employee(teacher, fireman, parks director, etc.) who has
...-

.

just been named the'local "Citizen of the Year". YOU are accepting an award from the mayor.
.

.

_, -,
A

3. The President of the United States is making a tour of
0
gT!_etnment agencies And yours (select

.f

one) has been chosen'as One he is to visit! You have been selected to greet him.
. . .,

llou ancLanother public serYice employee (each'from a separate MOG) have been asked to speak
, ..04.

to a high-school APPS class. One or two of the students have a questiofr,to ask.you when you,

finish speaking.
.

Row Will I Know I've Done It Correctly?
I will ask' for the -reactions of my teacher an classmates.
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EFFECTIVE WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

The Business Letter

Whether or not you,decide on a career in public service, one of the.forms of wiItterYcommunil-
.

cation you will encounter most frequently is the business letter. The business letter is simply

an 'agreed upon form mostodbple use to send messages in the world. They-havd many.pur-:
,

A

poses: to ask for information:or to.respond to requests are ,t4 49f the most common.
,

.

1

As a public service employee, you could come ,into contact with busine, letters daily. If you

had, an entrylevel job.in a public service agency, you.might be expected to write 'letters on r9utind

matters as well as put them 'intO'their finale; typed form for'mailing. At the level, you

de a
'would be responsi ble for the contents of a business letter. Either way, you-would be expected to

communicate effectively through the form of a business letter.

WHERE AM I GOING?

By the time I finisAthis section, 1 will be able to identify the correct procedures for writing

a business letter. I 401 be able to write an acceptable business/letter:

/ . .
. .

S ,



HOW WILL I GET THERE?

1. .I wilf.ead the material provided

on the followingspages.

'HOW WILL I KNOW WHEN I'VE ARRIVED?

1. I will chedk my knowledge of the basic -\

procedures for writing a business letter

2. 'I will Complete the Self-Check by checking my answers on, the Self. -Check

Activity.

3.: I will'comfilete the Ldtter Writing

Activity.
;c-,

answer key.

*2. I will ask for my,claUmate's opinioni of

the letter I write.

3. I will ask for my teacher's evaluation of

the letter I write.

otc

4.

26



THE BUSINESS LETTER

Writing an effeCtive business letter medhS that the person receiving the letter gets, as nearliyti
'se.

aS possible, the message you intend for the letter to have. In.order to ensure that the receiver will

get this message, there are'several "rules" you should follow.

1. Organize your thoughts as carefully as possible, so that they will be easier to understand.

2. Keep your message as simple as possible. Do not include any unnecessary information that

might "clutter up" your letter and make the main points of the Message more difficult for

the receiver to get. Keep your'words simple and your sentences short,.if possible.

3. Be sure to send the'proper "nonverbal" message with your letter. As a representative of a

public service agency, you will be speaking for that agency. Adopt a"tone" inn your letter

that will pe polite and indicate' that you are happy to Pe workingmith the public. At the

same time, convey.a nonverbal message that you Wse responsible and knowledgeable as a reore-

sentative of your agency. Use the proper form and avoid any carelessness (misspellings,

smudges, grammatical errors) that may say Otherwise. Use good quality, unlined paper of a

standard size. Type your letter, if possible. If not, use your very best handwriting.

Use a.pen that writes with dark bje or black ink and does not skip or blot.
. e

. There are several acceptable forms for business letters and you will probably be expected to use
r

one of thesi forms.,. The following page shows one of these acceptable forms. The key at the bottom of

the page identifies t71P pa'rts of the business letter. The explanation of each ofj ese parts on the
N. ...../

next few pages will help you to understandovome of the agreed-upon conventil-: 'a- writing business letters.

As you read the explanations, ,e4er back.to the sample letter.

2

&
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Miss Jane, Smith, APPS Teacher.

Typical -Town High School
123 Any Street
YourTown, Your State 12345

Public Service Agency
(,I) 123 Any Street

Any Town, Any State 12345
(2) March 15, 1977 1

(4) Dear Miss Smith:

Our offyce has just received your letter of March 13.

Could yOu please let and know what time would be con-
venient forme to come speak to ,bur APPS class: _The best

(5) time for me would be either a Thursday or Friday morning.

*I, am looking forward to meeting with you and your class.

1

"

16.

41 (6)- Sincerely yours,

(7) John P. Wilson

KEY

1. Sendee,s Address.

2. Dateline

3. Inside Address

4. Greeting or Salutition

5. Body of the Letter

6. Closing

7. Signature

31
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Pa.as of the Business Letter .

1. Address of Sender -.If you are working in a public service agehcy or otheroffice, your office

stationary will probably have a "letterhead" with the name and address'of the office on it. If

not; write your address in the manner shown.., Your house number and street/name, or your rural

route and box number go on the tap line; you citi, state, and zip code on the second line. A ,

ti

Comma goes-between the city and state or rural route and box number. Notice that the left-hand

.41

margins of thesender's address are exactly even and that the right-hand margins ale as even as

,possible. Don't use abbreviations unleSs absolutely necessary, (an exceptionally long city and

estate name that would run over into the right-hand margin, for example). most acceptable

to abbreviate the name of your state and to use the abbreviations "St." for "Street"; "Ave."

for "Avendt"; "rt." for "Route"- Each item im.the sender's address goes dilcectly under the

other. Do not skip lines.

)1,

2. The Date Line - Today's date goes directly under the address of the sender'without skipping a line.

The left-hand margin of the dateikine is,e-xactly even with the left hand margin of the-sender's

\

address., Write out the month '(don't abbreviate), follow that with the dav, and put a comma, between_

the day of the *nth and the year.
Y

3. Inside Address - This address q-the. name of the person' and/or company to whom you are writing.

If you do not know the individual's name but wish -the letter to go to a person with a paAicalar_

title, you may use the title in your inside adress (Example.: Public Relations Officer/DePartment

, of Agriculture). Some rules,about the inside-address are that the left-hand 'margin is perfectly

straight andiabout one inch from the left of the page. Sepaate this address from the Sender's

13
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3. (continued) address with a double space. Each word'in the name of the agency or company to which

you are Writing is capitalized. Again, put a commabetween the name of the city and the state.
.

4. Salutation or G eeting - Separate the salutation from the inside address with a blah space. The

left-hand marg4n should be exactly even with the left-hand margin of the inside_address. If you

know the name of the person to whom you are veiting, begin the salutation with "Dear" followed by

the person's 'title and last time. If you do not knoOlithe person14 nave; You may use as salutation

like "Gentlemen"4br "Dear Sirs". is now considered acceptable to begin a busineSs letter with

"Dear Sir or- Madam ".' Always follow the salutation with a colon (:) and capitalize each word in

the salutation. Common abbrevations to be used with this portion of-the letter include "Mr.", _

"Ars.", and "Dr."..

ef,

'5. Body'of the Letter - This'is the main art of your'letter. Keep yourleft-hand margin exactly

3:1

even with the left-hand margin ofthe inside address and salutation., Make the right-hand margin

of the letter fairly even with the right -hand margin of the sender's address.. You may indent

the first sentence of each paagraph in the-letter, if you like. Separate this.part of the letter

from the salutation with a, blank-space and skip a line between each paragraph of your letter:. The

body of the letter is obviously the most*Mportant part of younletter since itwill,contain the

.71

u
information you are sending. State your mostjmportant in orMation first and do not include any`

unnecessary information. Be polite, but as brief as possib e. And do be certain atyou are
4

sending correct'messages. Get your facts straightI .

.,,

1,
t)

A 14
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6. 'Closing There are several clOsings you cad use. These include "Verb truly yours", "Sincerely

yours", and "Yours' truly". leave4ablank sphe between the ody, of the letter and the closing.

I

Capitalize or first word in the closing and use a comma ter the final word of the
.1

. 1 ...,

Signature - If you ere writing your letter by hand, $ign your letter on the line below your closing.
% -

't i..
Use your first and last name, but:not your title. You would not, for example', sign, your letter

.

closing.

o

"Miss Jane Smith". You may, if you like, put your title in ,parentheses before your Signature. If

you are typing your letter, skip.four spaces below the closing and tyiie your name so that the left-
.

hand margins of the closing and.your typed name are en., Write your name in the space betweeri the
. a

closing and your typed name.

The_Edvelope

%IP

The envelope is also an important.part of your business letter. If possible, use a standard -

\\\ -
size, white business envelope (4" X 91/2"). If the name of your agency' or company is already printed

yin the upper left hand cprner of the envelope, you may writCor type your name beneath that of your

agency. If your agency name is not on the envelope','leave a small margin at.the top and left of
Ct

the_ed4elope, and type or write your dame and then your address just as it is on the sender's address.

6 lE
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The Envelope -.continued

The name and address of theperson-to whom you are sending the letter goes, in the'Middle of the

envelope ft the same form as the inside address. Notice that the left-hand margins are always

even. When you finish, your envelope should look like this:

Mr. John P. Wilson
.Public Service Agency .

123 Any Street
Any Town, Any State 12345

CV

_ t.

Miss Jane'Smith, APPS Teacher,
Typical TOW High School
123 Any Street
Your. Town, Your State 1245

...- ,

k,r .

fit_

Folding the Letter)

P J

4,

If you are using a.standard size envelope, fold your letter by turning it up one-third o the

way from the bottom of the sheet so that the typed portion is on the inside. Vold the top third of

the sheet Over the bottom third. If you must use a small size envelope, fold the paper up from the



Folding the -Letter - continued

bottom so that the sheet is folded into an, exact'half with the typed portion inside. Now fold the

right third section of the sheet over the, two thirds,: Your teacher will demonstrate the proper way

a

to fold 'a business letter.

ti



Activity 1 SELF-CHECK-

Objective: I will demonstrate my knowledge of the basic conventions of writing a businesletter.

ACTIVITY.

Resources: This self-check activity, pencil or pen

Directions: Place the letter corresponding to the part of the business letter that fits the

deription of a rule for that part on the space, to the left of the description.

The description may fit more than one letter part..

A. Sender's Address

B. Date Line

C. Inside Address

D. Salutation

1. Commas may go here.

2. Comma goes at the end only.

E. 'Body

F. Closing

G.- Signature

3. Left-hand' margin is even,with the deft hand margin of the-sender's address.

.4: Right -hand margins are not exactly even.

5. Address of the person or agency'to whom the letter is being sent.

6, Address of the person or agency who is sending'the letter.

7.-.The first line may be indented five spaces.

8. A colon is the-correct punctuation.

4 3
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4

9. Goes immediately below the sender's address.

"10. The left-hand margin should be even with the left-hand margin of the inside address.

11. Each word should be capitalized.

12. Should be separated from the_part-tefore it by a double space.

13.' This part must always be handwritten, even if the letter is typed.

14. Gives the title of the person to whom you are writing.

15. Contains a zip code.

t

f.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY?

I will check my answers with the answer key.



Activity 2 LETTER WRITING

ective: I w 11 demonstrate my ability'to write an effective business letter.

46

ACTIVITY

1,1

Rgsources: Good quality, unlined, white writing paper, pen that writes ith dark blue or
. -

bl,pck ink, or a typewriter, your favorite MOG and a white bu Siness envelope.

Directions: Imagine that yOu are already employed in the public service Lea that Most appeals

to you, in the capacity of public. ,relations officer. 'A high school APPS class has written to

yo asking for general information about employment in yout public service area. Locate the
APMOG hat describes the area in which you are servrng, and review it for the information the APPS

cl s§ has requested. Now write a .business letter in acceptable form conveying the information

to the APPS class: You can make up an address fbr your office d6d use your own high school's
.

,address for the inside Address. Prepare an envelope to 0 along with your letter. Type the
4.

.

letter and envelope if you can. If not, use your very best handwriting. Ask one of your class-

mates to proopead your letter before you take it to your teacher. Since you certainly-want to'

convey a good impression of public service to prospective.employees, rewrite your letter if your

teacher says you elfaVe any mistakes--tril it is as perfect as you can make it.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY?

I will ask my teacher to evaluate my letter.

I
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EFFECTIyE'WRITTOCOMMUNICATION'

The Personal Data Sheet .

Like the business letter, a FORM is'simplY an agreed-upon means for sending information in the

business world. Even if you have never worked, you have probably filled out many different` kinds of .

, .

4
forms: a form when you are 'sued'a textbook; a form, to register for classes; a form to open a savings

or checking account; 'perhaps even a form to apply for a driver's license. Once you do start working,

you will be surrounded by even more forms: forms to apply for the job;-formsjor the payrol1' and

insurance departments when you -14.40 the job; forms to file your income tax; and forms to app Jor credit

cor to buy a car. If you do decideon a career in public service, most local and state governments and the

federal government have special forms they have adopted for various purposes. But, regardless of whether

oyou decide on a career in public service, the ability to fill. out forms,is a skill everyone needs to, acquire.

Of bourse, the first form you will fill out fora public service agency you want to work for is a

job pplic tion form. The personal data sheet is a way of gathering and organizing information you will

need to fill out a job application form and is our first step on the way to becoming an effective com-

municator through job application forms.
0

WHERE AM I GOING?

7

By the time I finis this section on the personal,data sheet, I will bwable to write a personal

data sheet to aid me in filling out a job application form.

2 1
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EFFECTIVE WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

The Application FOm.,

CertainTY one of the most,important forms you will ever fill out is the job application form.

Just as with the business letter, there are certain agreed-Fon "convyentions" or "rules" you ,should

,folltow in filling out an application form. And, just as with business letters, you are communicating

nonverbal information about yourself at the same time you communicate the verbal informatioh asked

for on the form. The application form may be the first contact you have with a prospective.employer

and if your form looks messy and gives the appearance of having been carelessly filled out, that

employer may come to the conclusion that you are not the person the agency, wants to hire. You may

never get the chance to appear in person to correct that impression. In this section on.the appli-

cation. form you will learn to be an effective communicator through the medium of the, application

form.

WHERE AM I GOING?

,

By the tide
/
r finish this section ,On.the application form, I' will be able td fill out a

b.

general application..fora and a civil service job application follm with total accuracy.
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THE APPLICATION FORM

The putiree of the, pplication form is for the employer to get information about you that will
Oft,

help him or her decide whether you are the kind of employee the agency or company needs. Most

application forms require the same kinds of information. Since it is very important to be accurate

-(supply the right information) on an application form and since it is.difficult to remember all the

details you will be expected to know, it is a good idea to make a personal data sheet for yourself

that will contain all-the information you will need to fill out ad application form. You can then

take this sheet with you to have when you fill out the form.

t4

The first kind of information the application form will probably require is personal information.

You will have to supply your name and'address and details such as where and when you were born'; physical

character.stics such as height and weight; information about your parents; and perhaps something about

your in erests,,hobbies, and career goals.

A second kind of information you will need to fill out a job application form is about your

educational background. There will probably be places on the form for ypu to.list the schools you

attended, where these schools were lopted, and dates you attended them. Sometimes there will also be

a space for you to list the subjtt-you studied in school and what your grapes were in thos subjects.

A third category of information is about your work experience*. You must put down on most appli-
,

.01=3

`cAtion fore's the job you now have and, usually beginning with the most recent job and going back, the jobs

23
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tY
Application Form - continued

- r 4

you have held in the past. You will also have to write down the names of your supervisors on these

jobs, the iate
r

Of2pay for these jobs, how long you held each job, and your reason for leaving each

job!!

2.
/Finally, thke will probably be a section on :the application form for you to write the names

and addresses of three people who can say something about your character and your qu lifications

for the job for whichyou are now applying. These kinds of people-are called REFERENCES. Usually,

'the form willstate that,the refereric4 should not be relatives or the same people you listed as

fofmer employers. Good prospective references might include your minister, Sunday school teacher,

1

.family physician, teacher, or a neighbor who is respected in the community. he prospective employer

will probably contact these people, so it is considered couqeous to ask their permission before

you list them as references.

411,

14,

24
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HOW WILL I GET THERE ?' HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE ARRIVED?

1. I will read the material provided on

the following pages.

2. I will fill out the general applitation

form.

3. I will fill out the civil service applicatiOn

form.
air

4. If time allows, I will complete the Role

Playing Activity.

56

:$*
25

1. .I will ask my teacher to beck my

general application formCfor total.

accuracy.

2. 'I ill ask m)i teacher to check,My

I civil service application form for

total accuracy.

3. Iwill ask for my classrligtes' and

my teacher's opinions of my perform-

ance in the Tole Playing Activity.
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THE JOB APPLICATION FORM RULES
.

A,iob application form is a.means employers use to get a(lot of information abort a pros-

pective employee in a relatively small space. When you fill out on of these forms, there are

certain rules you should follow to be sure you are communicating the right kind lyf verbal and

nonverbal information about yourself." 6
- des'"

General RUTes_ford0Filling Out an Application Form

1 J

1. Be neat." The way your form looks will send a lot of nonverbal tnformatjon about you. If

your form is smudged, if your printing or handwriting is sloppy or if you write in the wrong

spaces or let your writing drift all over the page, the employer is not going to be very.

impressed. When you are,filling out an application form: use a pen that writes with dark

blue on black ink and that does not'ski-p or run.

2. Be accurate.' Giye correct information. The agency'will probably check your- information, so

d
be sure You have namfls, dates, and addresses correew The time to check this infornition is

before you go td fill out the application feitim. Your personal data sheet will help you here.

,
(

. 3. Be honest. Many application forms, including the civil service one, stategthat giving misinfor-
,

mation can cause you npt to be considel'ed-for the job. If you he to write something on the

.

., .

. 4 , form you think will hurt your chances for getting the job, you w41.1 probably have a chance to

explain in a personal' interview: 4
),

f
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4. Be complete. Give all the information asked for and do not leave any blank spaces. If a

certain question does not apply to you, write "N/A" (not applicable) in the space provided.

If you leave a blank spaCe, it may look as though you simply overlooked that question. Many

times, also, one question will ask for more than one kind of information, so be sure to answer

each question completely. Theylvil service application form states that failure to answer

all the questions completely could mean you. would not be considered for the job. How would

you feel knowing that a moment's carelessness cost you a job?

5. Follow directions exactly. If the directions say "Please print" and you proceed to answer

the questions in writing, what is your prospective employer going to think about your ability

to follow directions? In order to follow directions, you have to be sure to read all the

directions on the form: Never start to fill out a form until you have read ail' the instructions
40

carefully.

These are the general, rules for filling out, application forms. If you allow all these rules

carefully, you should have no P;721em making a good impressioh with your c pletedform. As you
It ,

fill out the form, put your personal data eet beside.the form and transfer the information on
V ,

c"-,
your data sheet to the form. There are some rules about putting this information once the form

you should know.

61.



Rules for Putting personal Information on the Form

1. Your name. Usually thform will ask for your last name first, then your t3Xst me, and your

middle name or initial. Be Sure to put your name in the spaces provided. If they is a

62

separate space for each poirt of your name, don't run your name together.

2. Date of birth. ou may put the number of the month, followed by a slash line, followed by the

day of the month, followed by a slash lineo followed by the last two numbers of the-year.

(EXAMPLE: 3/7/77).

3. Address. There will probably be a separate space.for the number of your house, your street,

city, state and zip code. Don't run all this information together if a separate space is
.

provided for each item.

4. Work history. The form will probably state to list your most recent (last) job or present

job first, and then the jobyou had just before that and so on. Even if your job was.,gply a
ti

(

`part -time job, you.should list 'it,, since any job experienCe helps. The rRte of pay may be 1

listed as 4$ per . If you Were pa by the hour and made $2.75 an hour, you atid

write $2.75 per hour. If-you were paid y the week and made $80 a week, you would write

$80 r week, and so on.

--I .

28
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. Health. The form ask you to state the general condition of your health. If you have not had

y serious health problems, you would probably write "Good". There may also be a list of

diseases for you to check off which ones you have had. You might be asked to indiCate any

serious physical "defects" (handicaps) such as blindness or loss of hearing.

6. Person to notify in case of emergency. This is a person your employer can get in touch with and

_ .

who can be responsible for you if you should getArt or become sick at work. This person would

probably be your wife or husband if yoU are married and, if not, your father, mother or other

,close relative. The form may alp ask for the name of the doctor and hospital you prefer to / us se. .

7. Blanks, blocks and parentheses. Sometimes the form will provide blanks fqr information. Be

sure you are writing on the proper blank since the blank may be to the right of the heading.

8: Abbreviations. There are certain words it is acceptable to,atioreviate on a form. These words

include names of states, "Street" (St.), "Avenue" (Ave.), "High School" (H.S.), "Junibr High

( School" fJ.H.S.), "Company." (Co.), and dates (3/11/77). It is best not to abbreviate other kinds

of words.

9. Signature. There will be a place on every job application forrii where you must sign your: name.

"Signing" youit name means to write it, even if the directions say to, print when you fill out the

application.

You are now ready to-begin filling out the application form!

4
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Activity 'Ii'Ii THE GEaERAL JOB APPLICATION FORM,

dbjeC'tive: I will fill out a general job application form with total accuracy.

Activity

Resources: The general job application form, a pen that writes with dark blue or black

ink, and your personal data sheet.

Directions: Fill out the general application form provided by your teacher. Read the

instructions carefully and follow them exactly. If-there are any words on
-u

the application form you do not know, ask your teacher and then make a list

of these words for future reference. -When you finish your form, exchange forms

with a%clasmate and proofread Ch other's forms Ask your teacher for final

approval. If you have made any errors, review the rules for filling out

_} a plication Toms and re-do your form until it is completely correct. Use your

personal data sheet for the information you need.

HOW WILL I NOW I:VE DONE IT CORRECTLY?

0

I will ask my teacher, for final approVal of y form.

66



Activity.2
*

THE CIVIL SNVICE APPLICATION FORM ,

.

Objective: I out a civil service job lication form with total accuracy_'

'A Acttvity

'Resources: The civil service applidation form', A Pen,that writh"dark blue ,or black

, ink, and your personal data she6t. r''

Directions: Fill out the civil .service application foip (Personals Qualifications.

Statement) provided by your teacher. Read the instructions carefully and

,follow them exactly. (Notice that there are general instructions as well

as special instructions for certain items. You will need to read all these

instructions). If there are any words on the application form you do'not

know, ask your teacher and then make a list Of these words for future
v

references. When you finish yam form, exchange forms with a classmate

and proofread eaeh other's- forms. Ask your teacher forgfinal approval.

If you have made any errors, review the rules for filling out application
. . . .

kforms and re-do your fOrm until it is completely, correct. Use your personal
.- . e/ ,

,,
. ,

.

data sheet for the information you need..

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY?

Twill ask my teacher for final approval offmi form.



4PFECTIVE WRITTEN COMMUNICATION 1

The Memorandum .

Imagine that ydur parents have gone out for the evening and left you in charge of your younger

brother, BillV y, Of course, they ind you at like when they get there, but something

important happens ,shortly after they leave! Your best friend calls and. tells you he has_free tickets

to a concert that has been sold out for'weeks and that you both wanted badly to attend'. He tens you

that his mother-has said she. wiji' watch'Billy, if you can bring him over, but you will have to hurry

,

since you have less'thp 'an ho Ur to mak:e the concert. You don't think your parents will mind your

.

*going if someone responsible is watching but you know that you have to let them know.where you

haye gone'and mho has &illy. You don't know-how to conta;t your-parents, so you decide to leave them

a note. Since you arelp 4 burry,:yoyr note will' probablY"reddNkTething like this: "Mom and Dad,

,-

Have gone to concert.with Jack. -Mrs.'Jcines has Billy: Back by 12. Joe". You have probably been

writing notes like this almost since you fit'st learned to write., Notes are simply a Way of p'assing

along concise inforMagon. ("Concise" information is-Infortation that contains all the necessary

:details but leaves out anyunnecessa-:y information.)

%, .. .
.

,

. . i;.a The memorandum ort"mwb",
t,

as itisosually called, is nothing more than a form business offices.

. '", 4.,

.
use to 'pass along concise information. It it-the business world's equivalent of Joe's note. ThisIsfr,

section will,help you to become an:effective communicator through the medium of -Vat-memo. 4 / :
.

. i 1 \-a
iU

1
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WHERE AM I GOING?

By the time I finish this section on the memb, I will be able to write an'acCeptable memo.

HOW WILL I GET JHERE?'
.

HOW. WILL I KNOW I'VE ARRIVED?

1. I will)read the material provided on the
a 1. I will ask my classmates and teacher

following pages.

2. I will,complete one of the activities on

7

concise writing.

3. I will complete the activity on memo

writing.

I

33

iNtr their reactions to my concise

wilting exercise.

4 2. I will ask my teacher to check my

Memo Writing Activity.

r
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THE MEMORANDUM (MEMO)'

(

We have already described the business "letter-as a form to send information from one agency to

another, or from the agency to,the public, and the application blank as a form that sends information

about a prospective employee to the employer. Similarly, a memo is a form in which information is

sent from one person to another or from one department to another within the agency. Because the

information-travels within the agensA,,the form is\.Ealled an INTEROFFICE MEMO. Basically, then, the_

`trKno is nothing more than a not' that is passed along inside the gency, but because buiinesses and
A

,publicservice agencies must keep co fes of notes about official business, the memo akes a different.

form than a note. This'official" farm ii'),.varyi from agency to agen or from cbmpany to company,

but usually includes headings,that make it easy to file themema fOr uture reference. The headings

for a memo usually look something like this:

TO: .

FROM:

SUBJECT:
;DATE:4

'TO" tells the per* or department where the memo is going. ZWgive the name of the person or

agency sending the memo. "SUBJECT" is a brief statement of what the memo is about. "DATE" is, of

course, the date thp memo was prepared.

34
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,In a business office or public service agency, the message. of the memo is usually typed a'

few spaces below the headings. Memos; including the headings, rarely run over.a half page in length.

The message itself should be a short factual statement, The name and title of the person sending

the memo are usually typedkat the bottom of the page'and the person responsible for the memo signs

his or her name above the typed name and title. Memos may be sent for any purpose that requires only

a sho actual. statement: to Announce'meetings or to make corrections in previously announced policy,

for example.

7:

76
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Here is a memo that might be sent from ,a principal to the teachers in the school. The purpose

of the memo is to announce a change in a previously announced plan to use a new report card for the

next marking period.-

P

TO: All Teachers

FROM: John Smith, Principal

p

SUBJECT: Change inreport card form

DATE: December 1, 1977

Because the new forms have been delayed at the printer's,

we will have to use the old report card forms tor this marking

period. Any teacher who does not have an adequate supply

of these_ald forms, please see me.

John Smith
Principal

Notice that the principal did not express his opinion about the report'cards being late; he

stuck to the facts. Nor did he add any information that was about anything other than this one matter.

36



Many of the same rules that apply to writing business letters and filling but application

forms also apply to memos. "Nonverbal" information is important here, too. You want people.to

get the impression that you are responsible, knowledgeable, Sand courteous. Therefore, your

memo should be free of errors, should appear net, and the information in your memo should be

accurate.

V

Most people in public service agencies are very busy people..s.Theyedo not have time to read

long, involved messages when shorter ones could send all the necessary information. Eris

reason, your memo must be concite; jt must state all the necessary information in/brief form

',without adding any unnecessary irformation. One of the most difficult skills for many people to

acquire is this ability to write concisely. Remember the note that Joe wrote to his parents at the

beginning of this section? Joe made his.note brief because he was in a hurry; he didn't have time

to "add details like how excited he was when his friend called about the Concert or how nice

Mrs. Jonei was to offer to keep Billy. He had to stick to the facts, but, at the same time he

knew there was some information he had to leave his parents- where he was going; when he woSld be .

' back; and -who was keeping Billy. Writing it concisely stlicl-e to the facts and eliminates unnec-

essary information. The next two activities will give you practice in ,writing concisely.

60
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Activity 1 CAPTIONS

Objective: I will improve my ability I9/write concisely by writing picture captions.
. I

sk

Risources: Old magazines and newspapers, scissors, pen or pencil, paper and

your Classmates.

Directions: Cut out ten or so fai ly short newspaper or magazine articles that have

L.

accompanying pictures with captions. Separate the picture, its caption,
\

and the story 5y cutting them apart, but code each of the three parts with

A
the sal* ndmber, so that you will know which ones go together. Exchange

stories and pictures ,with your classmates, but keep the captions. Read the

story that goes with a ictdre and, based on what you read' in the story;

write a caption that cai go with the pictures When you finish, ask your

classmate to give you the original.# caption that went with that picture. 'Mdke

a summary sheet-that litts the original caption for each picture and the

captions you and your classmates made up. How concisely were you ,able t6

summarize the dqtails im,the story you needed to use to describe the picture.
. r

HOW WILL I KNOW "I'VE DONE It CORREC T?
. t. S:3

t

I will compare the captions I wrote with the originals and with the ones my classmates wrote.
'

.
-,-

I will ask my teacher for her opinion Of
.

mY captions.
, .

-',38 b
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ACtivity 2 TELEGRAMS

Objective: Iw ill improve my ability to write concisely by writing a telegram
,

/
Activity

V 4

.

,Resources: Pen or pencil, paper and your classmates. .

Directions: Telegrams are good examples pf topcise writing. Since you have to pay for
1

each word you use, you 'certainly don't.want any unnecessarinformation, but

unless you had important information to send, you wouldn't be sending a tele-
-

gram in the first place. Read the situation below and write a telegram that

would convey the necessary_ information. Imagine that your telegram is costing

you five cents a wo '-d. Compare your results with Your classmates ai see who
0

- was the most economical. You are eliminated' from the competition if your

teacher says you left out any necessary information. The word "STOP" is used

in place.of a period in a'telegram and the telegram is written in capital
.

letters. lExample: "ARRIVING ON 9:55 PLANE STOP PLEASE MEET ME AT GATE 190:
, 4 .

STOP).

J

39
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Activity 3 WRITING MEMOS

14)
6

Objective: I will demonstrate my ability to write_an inter-officememo.

Activity

'Resources: Paper, pen or typewriter, and a MO6

PART I

"Directions: Read the situation below and write the.inter-office mem the situation
requires.

You are the police sei-geant in your hometown Alice department and are responsible for
,

the processing of paperwork. Beginning with today's date, the form fbr reporting minor
.

4 traffic violations (running stop signs, ,etc.) wi'be changed from FO7050 to FORM 7060.

You most send, this information to tll traffic off cers. Use your own name.

1ZART
SI&

Dildins: Select one of the two MOG_ you have studied in this class. Select a
st

public service job that intei-ests you from that MOG. ,Review the job description for that

job. Using that information, make up a situation like the one in Part I of tills activity

.
that could req4re an inter -off 4 memo. .Exchar situations with your classmates: and'

write memos for their situations.

?,
NOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY? .I will ask-my teacher to check My4memas.

40
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To Le an effective writer of communications, there are certain rules you should knoW and observe.

Rules for Writing' Reports

. .

l; Communicate the proper nonverbal informa. . You want to co4ey the impression that you are
, .

A

mknowledgeable and responsible. Your repo should be neat in appearance ild free of careless

errors in spelling and mechanics.

2. Accuracy is important. Be sure to get your information straight. Check your facts. dlisinfor-

mation pan have disastrous results.

3. CompleWness is important. Be sure to cover every aspect on the subject you need to. Don't ,

leave out important information.

A.. 4
4. *Know your audience. IncluGJ in your report the information your audience want to hear.' If you

,

/ -

.

b. vere presenting your report to 1 jroup of first graders, for example, the information you would

give would certai different, than if you were presenting information in a)Mgli-school.
-

. .

,5. Keep the pu7posf the-report in mind. Suppose you have.8t assignMent to write a report on a

,

public service agency. If,the'purpose of that report is to try to interest your classmates in

, .

that agency as a possible career, you will include general information about what the agency-

. i
does and about employment opportunities and job qualifications, If, on the other hand; you are

,1*

already employed by that agency and were assigned thq,task.of writing a report on budge needs

4
for the coming year, yOur report would go into much more detail on specific programs and the.

costs 6f those programs.

41 ,
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ecific details 'and answer the uestions who, what when and where.' Donit be vague

about your information. Use 'specific details in writing y report and avoid\generalizations4

7. Use the proper form. Most reports should indicate the na4fie of the pers0 on writing the report,

the person for whom the report is, prepared, and the date the report is prepared. The title

of the report tells what the report is about.

The following is an example a report that, might have been prepared by a cityinspector
0

following a visit to aaigh school, to check on obsery ce of safety regulatiops.

ft.
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EFFECTIVE WRITTEN COMMUNICATION

The Short Report

%

The final forlwe are goirig to consider in'this packet of materials through which people

communicate in the business world is the short report. If you think baCk over your school

experiences you will realize that for many years-you have been writr reports, whether it was

a report.oh spiders for your sixth-grade science class or a report on Abraham Lincoln for your

high-school-teacher. In these rep9rts, you gathered,information about a subject to present to your

teacher and your classmates. Similarly, people in the business world and'in public service agencies
..

finduit necessary to gather information about many different subjects. The form in whiCh this infor-

mation is;usually presented is known-'as the short report.' In this sectiow, you will have an oppor-
,

..

tuniiy to sharpen your report writing skills and become an effective communicator through the medium
a ',

1of the.short're7rt.
.

. # ,

WHERE
46

AM I GOING? . .
..

.. ! `.
.i-

By the time 1g-finish this section on the'short report, I will be able to write an effective

.
, 0

.

`short report, .-

,

HOW WILL I GO-THERP-

1. I Will ,r0d..the -thaterial provided

orr the ft/y:1)4111 pages

2. I will comR14eiOtie Self Check
-Actin*. :':;:1-41;;-,

3. I will complete t0 Report Writing
Activity:.! .

... 43

HOW WILL I KNOW WHEN I'VE ATIIVED?'

Y(I will check my comprehension of the
11ritteg material by _checking my answers
on the'Self Check Activity with the answer
key.

2. I will ask my teacher to evaluate py
Report Writing Activity.
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Activity 1 SEF-CHECK ACTIVITY\

Objective: 11 will check my comprehension of the written material on report writing.

Activity

a

Resources: Thi341f-check ctivity, pencil,or pen and

Directions: /

Below di:Z.,41aituations in which a public service employ was assigned a short
.

.

report to write. In each case bec se the employee did not follow the rules of

good report citing,, the report will not be As'9;411,s it could have teen. Using the.

rules for good report writing you have just read, indicate why each r)14(will,not be

as good as it shoilld have been dnd what could have been dome to make the reltrt better.

'Situations

1: Employee 1 is a park ranger. He works in a park that is becoming,more and more

popular as a tourist attraction. His supervisor is.planning to request additional

funds to.enlargecertain much used facilities. The supervisor asks-Employee 1- bo

write a report on'the number of visitors the park has had during the past feweears.

Employee 1 does not have much time, so he makes the best estimate he can of the

number of people who visited the park during the past five years. WHAT WILL BE

WRONG WITH THE REPORT? WHAT SHOULD BE DONE (f0 MAKE IT BETTER?

44



2. Employee 2 works in a public library., Her superyisor is considering doing away with over-

,due .bookfines. She ks Employee 2 to write'a report on the experience ariothelibrary

in the area had when t .9 did away with fines. Employee 2 'yisits the other .library and

interviews the head librarian and the circulation clerk. Shealso studies the "overdue"

records for the past year to,see how doing away with fines affected the length.of time

.books 'were kept out.. Employee 2does not agree with the idea of doing away with fines

and she thytight she had some good ideas on the subjett: so when she wrote, her report, stie

spent most of her time telling what she_thought would happen if the librdry did away with'

\ fines. WHAT WILL BE WRONG WITH THIS REPORT? WHAT SHOULD BE DONE TO MAKE IT BETTER?

3. Employee 3 is a health inspector who inspects_resaurants to See if they maintain health

standards. tn,one visit he forgot his checklist, so when he gets back to the office he

writes a report giving his overall impressionthat the restaurant was not meeting basic

cleanliness standards. WHAT WILL BE WRONG WITH THIS REPO WHAT SHOULD BE DONE TO

MAKE IT BETTER?.

4. Employee 4 is the personnel manager for a Department.of Agriculture office. He has been

asked by'his superiof to write a report on reasons for absenteeism among employees.' Employee

4 checks through his recordsand writes a report using the information he has compiled. He

takes the'report home to finish,it and his son accidently spills his milk on it. Employee 4

doesn't shave ,time to re-do the report,"so heturns it in like it is. WHAT WILL BE WRONG WITH .

THIS REPORT? WHATSHO6LD BE DONE TO MAKE IT BETTER?

r 45 0"
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5. Employee 5 is a caseworker in a social welfare age,. Her supervisor,thinks the caseload

is too high for the caseworkers to do an effective job, so :;177qi\asked each caseworker

to write,a report outlining problems they have encountered due to their hi,gh caseloads.

Employee 5 loves her job and wants everyone to know lt, so she writes'a report saying that

.no problems are too big for her and telling hoW rewarding she thinks social work is. W4/T/

WILL BE WRONG WITH THIS REPORT? WHAT SHOULD BE D2 E TO MAKE IT BETTER?

HOW WILL I KVOW I'VE.DONE IT CORRECTLY?

,

I wi;1 check my answers with the answer key.

1-.
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r ORAL COMMUNICATIONS AND GETTING ALQNG WITH OTHER PEOPLE

Speaking Fluently and Indicating Emphasis

Introduction 4
-... .

. *
_ - - .:__ . \ -. " . /

Speaking fluently is a task that is never Many mastereit completely, It is a con-.

tinuous effort which heeds constant attention. 2ThAttivities you will complete in this

unit are designed to aid you in xour.ability to use your oral cpmmunication skills-more

effectively.',-1n completing these units'your instructor wV1 aid you in setting personal.

.goals and evalUa1ing your progress in the unit. You will also be given some basic stan-

dards you will be expectpi& to achieve.

. k

WHERE AM I GOING?

By the time I comPlete this*section, I will have become aware of and practice basic

principles of speaking fluently with empilbsis.

1
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HOW WILL I GET THERE

A

4

Read the introductory
material.

Complete asertes of
observation exercises.

Prepare an tntr duction
for 'another me berol''
my class.

'Prepare a five- minute
talk on subject.

.

I.

v .

48 ..53 .

o

110W WILL I KNpW PILE ARRIVED.

I will complete a review activity.

I' will complete and tup in.a.
- written assignMent. 4

I Will tape my introduction for
evaluation.

I will have my teacher video-.
tape it foreValuation:

6,

-441
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SPEAKING' FLUENTLY

AI you perhaps knowp entire books have been written about speaking fluently and effec-

tivel,St. In this unit you are going to find the ,basic rules for fluent'Oi-al communications.

As you complete your activities and make your talks, keep them in mind. There are.not. many

s.uggestions'included,-but they .are very-important. Remember! It is practice and concentra-

tion which brings forth real progress in learning to speak fluently.

4

DISCUSSION -

":1

The larger the vocabulary of.the speaker, the-more words are available from \hich to
-

choose to express thoughts. The audience should-be considered in choosing words th't they

will under9tand. Technical or
A
unusual words should be avoided; but if they mutt be used,

explanations or examples should'be given td explain their meaning. Simple words are p ef-
,-7"-. .. ,

I .

erable. The'number of words should be kept'to a minimum - no mo'e words should be used

'than are necessary to convey a clear and complete thought. Long phrases, repetition, and

cliches bore list6ners and are barriers to communication.



g'

10>

Instead of saying "in the month of June," use "June". 0r instead of "I should'like

to tell you I at happy to be here", say "I am happy to be here ".`;

4

Precise words should be used. Rather thin 'say "A lot of people' will be there";,say

"About 500 people are expected". The precise expressions give clearer pictures fOF'the

mindt of the listeners.

Nt,
. Language should be natural, but appropriate. The degree of formalityto be used will

depend on the tudience; but in almost ill cases., slang and cursing should be avoided. In,

some situations the listeners may pay more attention and be easier to persuade with street

language.

-

Delivery should not be so fast that listeners cannot understand the words or assimilate

the meaning. The volume should be loud enough for everyone in the room to, hear. Some pauses
. .

used for emphasis are effective, and some-questions asked to, make the audience think aid n
clarify. Rate and volume should be, varied to avoid a monotone. Pauses should be silent

pauses and not filled with "ah's" and "you know'sl.

. In addition to the above new informattbn there are some very important things which must

be remembered which were included in upit three. This includes posture, gestures and eye contact

4

(e.
. .

.Finally, the most importarit part of effective communication is erithusJasm ln your voice and in
-0;t-- ..../ .. , 6

t
your gestures.

. . .. N. .

!.
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Activity 1
, A .

Objective: To review and understand the:reacVng material by completing a study activi* 4.N.

Materials: Check list-in this booklet. , 5-
......

ACTIVITY.

Instructions:

1. Complete the reading dlich describes the basic rules of oral communication.

r: Secure a copy .of the check-ltst which will be used to evaluate your presen7

qtions in this, unit. ,

3. To the right of each item on the check, list, list the key word(s) from the

°

reading which describes what should, by remembered about that part of the

check list.

-4. .After you have lied as many as you can remember, refer to your reading

to complete list.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY CORRECTLY?

Check your answers with, an answer sheet in the file. Save your own list to

use when prep.aring yourpresentations.

(

51
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Activity 2

Objective: I will demonstrate an awareness'of effective oral, communications by completing,

a series :XObservations.

Materials: T.V., Radio, a resource speaker'

ACTIVITY,

Instructions:

This'activi y has three parts which are required for completion. You may

.complete them in. any order you choose.

1% Lister% to a speech on Radio, T.V., or in person. Using the check list

for speakers,'evaluate the effectiveness of that Ahker. In'addition

to the check list,' write down the special adaptation the speaker made

for'his or her audience. . Some examples of this type of adaptation would

be:

AY Personal reference to being interested atfpWrttcular audience.
.t., -

B) Personal reference to experiences which a particular audience will

.

C)

appreciate.

Personal reference to desires which may be of particular interest

to an audience.

52
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Activity 2 .= (continued)

1

ACTIVITY

ay,
Statements which are designed to show an understanding of

the particular needs' of an audience.

2. View the weather reports from two different T.V. stations. Prepare a

short paragraph or two which compares the effectiveness'of the.visual

aids used by the programs.

3. 'Collect a series of advertisements tha illustrate vivid or expressive

language. Collect at least five examplei which showparticular4 color-
.

ful or exact language.

HOW WILL I KNOW'I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY CORRETLY?

a

I will complete my report and check lists for\review by my teacher. I will

--also be/Prepared to report my findings to the\class.

53 113



Activity 3

Objective: I will demonsirate my ability to speak to a small group'by introducing someone

to my class.

Materials: Classmates, check list, tape recorder

ACTIVITY

\

-Instructions:

1. As ,a part of,a classroom discussion you will be asked to introduce someone.

This person may be one of your classmates or you may be given information

about a person. You will be asked to introduce this person and tell your

class something about'that person.

You should write down what you expect togay,'compare what you are going to

say with the check list.

2_ If you desire you may secure a tape recorder to practice your iritroductipn.

. HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY CORRECTLY?

Your teacher and your classmates will evaluate your introduction with the check

40 list foe oral copmunications.

114'
,
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.Activity 4
,

Objective: fo demonstrate proper use of oral coMmunications skills by completing a five

minute presentation.

Materials: Tape recorder and video tape.

6
_ACTIVITY

c'

Instructions: .< \

1. Select a topic for a five-minute talk on a subject of your selection.'

A favorite hobby or sport would be quite acceptable. ti

2. Write out a draft of your presentation fn either outline4or narrative form.

3: Revise your speech utilizing-the check sheet;against which yoti will be

evaluated.
.

4. Secure a. tape recorder.

5: Tape your speech.

6.- Consult with. your teacher if you are unsure of your presentation.

7. Identify vis.uel.aids to use in your presentation.

8. After you have completely revised your presentation, check with your teacher.

I

She will schedule presentation.

55
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CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF FLUENCY SKILLS.IN. ORAL COMMUNICATIONS

118,

I

Check the number which most accurately,reflect40your evaluation of the spVker. Con-

sider five as excellent andone:is poOr.

,

VoiCe Characteristics

1 2 3 4. 5

. ,

Gestures,
.

4 .: 4

1 2 3 4 5 . 1- 2. 3 4 5
.

) , 1

Use of Woi'ds,
. . Posturd

0. "v .:
l' 2 3 -4- 6 , 1 2 3 4 5

I

Silent Pauses

1 2- 3 4..

EnthUsiasm

.

EnunciatiOm

,2' 3 4 .-- 5

Vi sual-aids
. .

1 '2 . 3 4 5

i( ti
.001.

Eye Contact'' Facts!and Evidence-

1 2 3 4 g 1, .,2 3 4 5

ce"
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Activity 5

(b;

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHER.PEOPLE°

Listening and Responding Ski

WHERE AM I GOING?

By the-tiffie I complete this section, I will hake Completed 'a series of exercises designed

to improve my ability to listen and.respond verbally. 4P

HOW WILL I GET THERE

e
Read the reading section
on:listening skills.

Listen to some cassettes'
to pragtice my skills.

'Practice repeating an

exact message prepared-
by a classmate..

Read a discussion describing
some good, practices'in.verbal

1 responSes.

Participate in a role-playing-_
ctivity.

View and respond to a set of
transparencies provlded by my
teacher.

120

57.

1

'HowwwILL I'VE'ARRIVED. . .

I will completeoa self-Check
activity. _

. I will respond as.requested
the tapes.

I will participate in a class
activity.

I-wil) complete a self-check
.acttvity,'

I will participate in a de-
briefing activity.

I will respond as requested
by my instructor.

12L1
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SOME IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT LISTENING SKILLS

.

The average person is only 25 percent efficient in listening and yet spends 45 to 55

percent of the day in listening. One of the greatest barriers to good listening is the

time difference betWeen the rate of speaking of 125 - 150 words per minute and the rate o'f

thinking or D4stening of 400 or more words per minute., To-overcome this barrier,'the listener

lieedsto use he time .difference to do four things: (1) think about what the sPeaker: may be

doing to say, (2) :listen to the ev4dence the speaker gives for support of statements. made,

(3) listen to feelings, and other nonverbal cues to hear what the\speaker is not saying, and

(4),review from time to time what the speaker has'already said.

The desire to talk also keeps listeners from'hearing what is being said. Most speakers

are not listeners and are nOt.interested in hearing what the other person did or said, but

prefer, instead, to talk about whaf they did-and said. To overcome this barrier, the listener

must becorie interested', at least for the moment; in the other person-- to feel empathy and

00-
forget personal problems. -

Too often listeners are evaluating what the other per:Son fs saying rather thin listening,
4

for facts. All judgements shopld be reserved until the speaker is finished,and, in most instances,

6. -10
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withheld from the speaker unless the speaker requests or,expects an opinion.

.

Physical conditions can be birriers because of distracting sounds, uncomfortable seating

arrangements, poor acoustics, or uncomfortable air conditioning. Concentration is the most

effective device to surmount these barriers.
L'

Poorlistening habits such as faking attention, avoiding difficult material, criticizing

delivery, assuming lack_of interest, daydreaming, Or doing something else such as reading are

all barriers.

Motivating oneself to resolve,to listen is the first step toward efficient liste;ing.

Like all skills, practicing, good listening habits with commitment and concentration is

necessary for imprOvepent.

S

Critical listeninp should be used in listening to a speaker or to an individual in con-

\ wersation. Critical listening does not mean rejecting what is heard but means being able to

.question, evaluate, and make judgements on the content of the message, or even the persuasive

techniques of the spgiaker.

look for, the purpose of the message. What:does the speaker want the listener to do?'

124
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4.26,

,Separate what the sneaker says from what the speaker is. EID not be so imPres d by a speaker's

appearance, voice, or personality that the meaning of the message'is 1 st.

Critical listening also means being aware of the words the speaker uses. Words are only

symbols representing things, and listeners must try to determine exactly what things the speaker

. 4F
is referring to by the use of words. The symbols (words) do not always mean the same thing to

everyone. The meaning of words is really in the listener - that the words mean to him or, her.

Often the listener should question the speaker when the meaning.is not clear 41 askingo'"What do'

yoU mean when you say that?" A restatement using different words will usually clear up the

question..
elk

13 aware that speakers often talk in generalities instead of specifics. Exaggerations and

implications are used sometimes when specific informati on is, not given. Check for facts before

making judgments:. Also valuate the relevance of'the material a speaker uses. The material

. .
.

may be iqeresting but b ve no,bearing on the subject being discussed.
i

1001-
.1

. -
'\

,

DIrilistening to a speaker in a conversation, help the speaker to communicate by looking at

. t

the speaker, nodding occasionally, smiling, saying "I see" or "uh-huh" and at times remaining

'silent; in other' words,' not speaking and distracting the speaker.

Response - Listening is the most important communication act; for if a person does not ,

127
listen carefully and understand.what has been said, the response canobe meaningless.

60' '1(
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Objective: To demonstrate my understandingof the reading material by completing a self-check.

Materials: Included in this unit. Test and answer sheet from your teacher.

Activity 1

1. The average person is efficient in listening ability. .(a) 43%,

128

(b) 55%, .(C) 70%,, (d) 25%.

'2.. Which of the following is not a good list ning practice?

A., Think about what the speaker may be goi g to.say.

B. Listen'to the evidence the spekker gives in support" of what is said.

C. L sten to.feelings and other nonverbal cues to hear what the speaker is

not saying.

El? Re4 from time to time what the speaker has already said.

E. Evaluate what the person is saying while it is being said.

3. True or False. The desire to talk kpeps'listeners from hearing what is said.

4. In order to listen to a person it is necessary to:
n

rBecome interested in the other person.

B. To feel empathy 4or the Other person.

C. Forget personal problem.

-D. All of the above.

E. A and B only.

6)
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5. Of the folTbwing physiCal conditions, which one is not a barrier to- listening?
0

A. Uncomfortable seating

B. Poor acoustics

C. -Air conditioning

D. Distracting so4nds.

6. Which of.the following is ngt considered a poor listening habit?
I

A. /Faking attention.

B. 'Avoiding difficult material.

C. itfcizing delivery.

D. Listen to feelings.

E. Avoiding difficult materiel.

True or False

A

4

0 7. According to the reading, listening.js the most important act 'in,commun4ations.

.8. Motivating oneself to resolve to listen is the qrst Step toward efficient listening.

130 m.

9. Critical listening,!llows the listener to 'reject what is heard.'

10. It is a good policy for the listener to separat what the speaker says from what'

I

the speaker is.

11. If the speaker becomes,overly involved in the voice and pei'sonality'of a speaker,

4

the message is often lost. a 1

1
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Objectfve: To complete a self-evaluation of my personal littening habits:

Materials.: Evaluation included in this activity.

A

Activity 2

1. SeCure the evaluation.

2. Answer each question.

Secure an answer sheet from your teacher.

4. Score anski.sheet. .

Self-evaluatidti of Listening Skills: Pleate answer the following questi ns with a "yes"

/)
or "no" answer.

1. Are you easily distracted?

JJ

'

2., Do you make it-a point not to interrupt a speaker befor e or she finishes
a thought?

'

3. Do you try to listen, to the teacher as much as you can
. . .

1

4. If someone says something that is not clear to you, yowask.that person to--.1
repeat 7xplain the point?

5. Do you' m ke a sPeaker.think you are listening when yob aretnot?

6. Can yo'u tell by a person's appearance or delivery that he won't have anything
of- interest to say to you?

7. Do you listen to the radio.,or tv while you" are tudying? .

8. If you feel it *es:too much time and effort to understand something, do you
try to.avoi earing it?

63 133
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.

Evaluation Test -(continued)

9. Do you listen for. ideas and feelings as well_as for facts?

10. Do you find it difficult o concentrate. on what the speaker is.saying?

4(

4

, t

HOW WILL I INN I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY CORRECTLY.

I will make a list for myself gf areattn-Rft. h I may need improvement. 'I wjll

turn in this to my teacher if regueste.d.

8
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Objective: f9 demOnstrate my ability to listen effectively and efficiently.
-

. .

'Materials: Tape recorder, role playing cards

I.

Activity 3'

1

There is a tiifferenCe between heAring.And listening. Listening requires active atten-,

-.tion and concentration onthe part of the listener. (If necesary, reread discussion

for Activity If the listener is .not 1Rterested,temotionally upset or thinking a-
, .

. .

:head to his own response, then-he will be using,inappropriate listening behavior. The.

3at

-follOWing activity%shouldlielp develop better listening habits.

1. Your teacher will select two students to, take opposite sides of a situation end

role play for ,one or 'two minutes.

2. ,The\-/teacher will tape the role-playing.

3. After-the role-playing activity is complete write down what youtsaw and heard.

4. 'The teacher will request volunteers.to-read their Rotes'.

Z

KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY CORRECTLY.

'The teacher vii,11 ply back the tape and will compare my notes with the tape.

65
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Objective: TD oecome aware of how _;fficult it is to lister to an 'e:ez.: specific --:-matron.

Materials: 'Your classmates, a tape recorder, pen, pencil.

Activity 4

1. This'is a group activity your teacher will schedule. You may participate as

a part of this demonstration or you may be asked to serve as an observer recorder.

2: Your teacher'will select five students to participate in the program. They will be

isolated from the remainder of the class after having been giv'en instructions.

3. The object of the exercise will be to repeat as precisely as possible a message of

approximately 20 to 30 seconds duration.

1. After the teacher stares the recorder the first person will be brought into the

room: The student is reminded that the object of the activity will be to repeat .

the message as, precisely as possible to the next person who enters the room.

5. The teacher then reads a prepared 20 to 30 second, message to the student one time..

The student will not be alloWed to mkenotes at any time.

6. After the message has been read to the first student, each of the isolated students

-is-brought in and the message is passed from one to another in. turn., After the

OW WILL I KNOW I'VE COMPLETE THE ACTIVITY CORRECTLY?

Your teacher will aid you in debriefing and reviewing the activity.
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RESPONDING SKILLS

Skillful listening helps one to be a good conversationalist because in,Tistening we

learn how the other person feels, tbinks,their li s and dislikes. This knowledge helps a

responder talk about things of interest to the other person. Trying to keep the personal

pronoun "I" out of the conversation is most difficult. People have a'need to talk about
4

themselves, but not all of the time. Show an interest in the other person, and the corn-

pliment will be returned. Some people talk about themselves all the time and monopolize

a conversation. They are not conversationalists; they are bores. Be natural and enthusi-

astic in conversing. Enthusiasm is cor agious and the other person will be more alert and .

thus More interesting in responding.

Occasionally, people need to be drawn into a conversation. Asking questions to get the

other person to talk is helpful.

As inTNg, concentration in speaking is necessary. A speaker, in responding to

another person, should keep the conversation on the subject. If either speaker Wighes to

change the subject, that speaker should indicate a change of subject to avoid confusion.

A great deal of miscommunication results because two people are talking about different

things without realizing it.

140 67
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In either initiating a conversation or'responding, the speaker should be certain that

the attention of the listener is secured before the message is started. Then the speaker
0

should look at the listener from time to time for cues that the listener wants to say some -

thing. A movement of the body toward the speaker or a brightening of the eyes or a smile

or parting of the lips are all indications the listener wants to take part in the conver-

sation.

The listener also has the responsibility in a conversati ?n of giving the signals just

mentioned, of letting the person finish'a statement rather than interrupting a.train of

)thought.' If the listener gives no cues, the speaker should at least pause occasionally to

- see whether the listener wants to ask a question or make a comment.'

4

- Both speaker and listener should appretiate silence. Speakers Qften drag on after they

have glade a point. And listeners often Start talking, giving answers ,or opinions before they

have taken time to make logical judgments.

.

Two or more persons in a conversation do not always agree,in their opinions. It is

necessary to
.

learn how o disagree agreeably. Everyone is entitled to an opinion. If, the

.
,

responder disagrees, any statement made In be started with In my opinion" instead of "You're

all wrong ". ()r use themords "I think".

68
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In responding to a question, the length of an answer should depend on the complexityof the

question. To a question which demands a relatively short answer, the responder should.give a

'relatively-short response. For example, for A question asking for occupation or hometown, a short

response would be expected. If `an individual were asked a general question such as "Tell me

about the places where ydu have lived"; a longer, more detailed response would be expected.

People get to know each other through conversation. The information must beat the same evel

of informality or intimacy for the relationship to develop and keep goin.g. As people get to kn viL

and like each other, information is not as equal and one person may be encouraged to talk more than

the other one talks.

4P,

0

Persons,who like each other communicate more than strangers or those who do not work well to-

gether. Individuals should talk to each other and get to know each other better-before they decide

they do not like each other or cannot get along. Lack of, communication results in many inter-

Oersonal'problems.

O

Although much more could be said about responding to'people and interpersonal relations in

general, the discussion above provides a good basis for understanding. It is important that you

remember most of the points discussed. If you are unclear abdut any part of this reading revjew

that section. If you are still uncertain, see your teacher.

144' _145
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Objective: To demonstrate an understanding of the basit' principles of responding by

answering the question on a self-check correctly.

Materials: Self-Check, answer sheet.

Instructions:

Activity 5

Answer the questions below as indicated.

1. Perhaps the most important aspect of being a good conversationalist is

listening and learning, the thoughts, feelings and needs.of the person to

whom you are talking.

2. One of the beft things a conversationalist can do is
.0

situations with a personal comment about themselves.

espond to most

3. A good way to dr w a peron into %conversation is to ask questions.

4. Be.fore respOndin -person_should'always be certain that the potential

listener is prepared to pay attention.

5. A good way to see if a listeneis paying attention is to check for non-
.

verbal clues.

6. It ti very_ rare that two people carry on a conversation about two differ-

ent subjetts.
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Activity 5

Instructions: (continued)
7

Answer the questions below as indicated.

7. In changing the,subject of a conversation it is all4 right to assume that your

listener-will understand you have done}so.

8. The listener is a conversation should indicate with nonverbal cues if he or she

wishes-to respond.

9. It 1s generally agreed that a good conversationalist never allows much silence

to occur in a conversation.

10.1 is the responsibility of the speaker in a conversation to watch for nonverbal

cues which shows that the listener wishes to respond.

11. Normally speaking all questions should be answered with a short.inswer. to

12. Two good conversationalists will always manage to alTe on a subject.

13. For individuals to get along in a new relationship, they must convey information

to,one another in even amounts and at a fairly rapid rate."

14.- People who are responding to a new relationship normally discus general t6pics

148

in the beginning.

15. People who like each other communicate more than people who 1islike one another.

41.
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Objective: TO develop skills in responding through a rolerplaying situation.

Materials: Classmates, Rble Playing

Activity 6

Instructions: 2

The object of thisIess-onwill be to practice responding in-a series of role-
. . .

playing situations. This activity may be done in front of a group or you may be7:j

asked to tape the sessibnindIviduaTf.

1 card from your teacher.

2. Read the situation and formulate a response:

3. 'Tape your response or present it to the class.
r

41,,
HOW WILL I kNOW-I'VE DONE'IT CORRECTLY

Evaluatioq will be a composite of the teacher's critique,anteomments from the

students.. Evaluation will be based an the information contained In the discussion

sections, of this unit.

72
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Objective: To demonstrate an understagding of responding

Materials: Paper, pen, transpar

,Activity 7

Instructions:

1. SecutT a booklet of pictaresor view transparencies shoWn by teacher.

2. Each transpa'rency will Call for-. specific knowledge about responding.

3. Write your answers on a separate sheet of paper.

#

6

to

- HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITYCORRECTLY.

I will turn in my answer sheet to my teacher fo'r evaluation.

73
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ORAL COMMUNICATIONS AND GETTING ALONG WITH OTHER PEOPLE
4

Identification and Use of Basic Skills

*ft

In this unit you will study direC'tly the basic skills of getting along. with people both

on and off of thejob. As you study each area you will find some of the skills discussed

,.

earlier in the unit included here. When this occurs, if you feel uncomfortable using this
,.....,

., %
skill, refer to the earlier unit-for review.

'.-
p,

In some cases there is additional information about a specific skill. Whe such is the
1

.case the new information is incltded in this unit and is desigried to further y ur understand*

of the topic.

WHERE AM I GOING'

xa

of

,

._ Bysthe time I complete this unit,"I will be able to identify and tse specific skills inu ,ec.., ---....r......",,,-,.., ..
..- ,HumanRelatlons.

41,

VOG
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HOW WILL I GET THERE

1. Read'a short description of'the
basic principles of good human
relations.

7-,
2. Complete a description of the

characteristic 'of a person who
practices human relations.

3. Participate in a role-playing
activity on attending skills.

-4. View a film called "Eye of
the Beholder".

5. Complete a reading on defense
mechanism

/

Pract4ce-cognizing personal
AefenSe mechanisms.

7. Participatein an exercise
requiring me to respond to
another person's feelings.

8. Participate in an _activity

designed to help me with my
initiating skills.

9. Participate'in an exercise
designed to teach me about
cooperation.

155

HOW WILL I Now

I will complete a review activity.

LI will provide the class with my
'description:

a
I will complete my assignment.

I will complete the activities
called for .in the film.

I will complete a review activity.

I will turn in my list for
evaluation.

I will participate in,a roll- playing
situation.

I will complete the instructions
in the book.

I will participate in a debriefing
session.

ISM



BASIC SKILLS FOR GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

The basis.for getting ong with other people rests on a foundation of Good Communications.

In studying this unit you will find that getting along with others is really another way of

studying good communications. There is also additional information on human'relations which will

improve your ability to communicate. For example, if people refuse to listen to what you say,

your message will not getthrough no matter how well you say it.

This unit will be organized by subject matter from the ideas listed below. Read them care-

fully. They will be valuable in helping-you understand the purpose of some of the activities.

1. Be interested in other peo,le and what they have to say attending, listening).

2. Nave respect for the worth and dignity of Others (perceivipg, respohding).

3. Show that you undeAtand and care (personalizing).

4. Cooperate with what other people need and want (initiating).I
The components of,basic human relations skills are:

\,
1.. Attending tt another person.

2. Listening to what that person has to say.

3. Perceiving the content And feeling in his statements.

157
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BASIC SKILLS FOR.GETTING ALONG WITH OTHERS

(continued)

41/Responding to that person and statement.

5. Personalizing the emotions. of that, other person.

6. Initiating constructive activity.

ATTENDING. SKILLS

Attending refers to non-verbal appearance and behavior which includes: space, movement,

posture, eye contac , time, clothing, energyllevel, tone of voice, mannerisms, facial expression,

furniture,"feet and 1 gs, physipl appearance. Appropriate attending skills are important because

they show that an indi idual .is.paying` attention to and showing respect for another person and they

are ready to actively listen. It sends messagesto the person to whom you are talking.

159
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Objective: To identify the characteristics of a person who practices good human relations

Materials: Blackboard

Activity 1

Instructions:

4'?
This activity is designed to help you pick out good human relations skills from (.4-

your own knowledge.
b

We all have problems t: face. When things get,lectic or we get upset, there is

normally.someone, a special person who can help us. In this activity you Will be,' 5

asked to list the characteristics of a person you would go to for help:

1. Think of a severe problem you have had to face? Who would you 'go to for help?

2. List on a sheet of paper the things (characteristics) about that person which
made you select him or her.

3. Discuss why you picked this person with your class. Your group leader or
teacherlwill list all of the characteristics on the board.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THIS ACTIVITY CORRECTLY-
,

I will participate in a group disCussion.

78
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,Objective: To demonstrate my ability tt recognize various non-verbal attending skills..

Materials: A set of tran arencies or pictures from your teacher.

1

163

A

Instructions:

1. Your teacher will provide a list of attending skills.

2. View the-pit'tures stown by your teacher. On a separate sheet offpaper.identify,

Which behavior is described.

3, Discuss and-.compare your answers with -your teacher and/or classmates.

V.

HOW WILL I KNOW l'VE'COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY 'CORRECTLY? *
/-

I will turn in .nyahiwer sheet to my instructor. I will be prepared to discuss

my views tn-
1

79
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Objective: To demonstrate the ability to recognize, and. use attending skills.

'Materials: Role - playing cards
.

9

Activity 3

Instructions:

r-
1. Vowr teacher.wilrprovide,you slip,of paper which will describe the

e

effective and ffeetive, use of an attending. skill.

.2, Develop a way to demonstrate both the ineffective and effective use of the

3.

Lf

- ..,. .
. , .t,

.
.

skill fOr the class. -i 4,-.
61, ;

%

If you are UhElear as to lai is c.illed,for, consult your teacher.
. .

. . t4

HOW WILL I KNOW I4E,',COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY.CORRECTLY7
r

My.ieacher will evaluate my.palip6ipation in the role- playing activity.

I

1.4

80
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Objective: To increase my understanding of perception '- surface and uriderlyingfeelings.

Material Film - Eye of the Beholder

Activity 4

Ins4uctions: C

1. Your teacher will secure the film for you. ,Yourteacher; will stop the film

during screening.

2. Write down ,on a sheet of paper what llou think each scene is.

Discuss your idea with your classy

4. Your teacher will then show,ihe remainder of the-film'. See how well you did.

HOW WILL I KM I'VE COMPLETED THEACTIVITY CORRECTLY.

I will complete a series of statements designed-to.demonstrkte my ability to

perceivelmOtions,

A
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IX

Deferse

To be able tc perceive accurately one's own and another person's disguised feelings, it

is necessary to be aware,of the nature of defense mechanisms or "the games people play". When

people are bothered with a physical pr blem'such as stubbed toe we call "pain " .L When we

ara/615 hered by a life problem, we call it "worry or anxiety". Everyone tries to protect.him-

self from physical harm -- we duck to prevent bumping out heads, we slam on the brakes so we

won't hit the car, in front/ of us ---we,ild d" oUrielvds: All jobs have safetyRrecautions to

protect the Workers..

People also try-to Protect themselves from worry, anxiety or frustration. When used properly,
6

defense mechanisms get rid of anxiety and promote a feeling of well-being. However, when they be-
.

come self-deceptive and ignore reality -- when we begin "kidding ourselves", they are harmful
0

They might also be harmful to other People. .

Some of the types of'delense mechanisms_are: /'

Identification - ascribe' :to oneself 'the accomplis;. ents and other valued characteristics

of another person or'group.

"I am as pretty as Anita."

"I an as smart as Joe."

"I admire Miss Allen, our supervisor. We have many things in 'common." -

.

82
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Rationalization - making' an imnulsive, unreasonable action seem logical, "sour grapes",

"making excuses".

"On glad Mary got a new boyfriend, She was kinda square anyway."

"I'll n ver get an "A" in this course. Mr. Jackson doesn't like me."

Cliches such as:

"You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make him drink."

Projection - attributing one's ownmotives and characteristics to others.
.

"Everybody cheats on a test if he /she has a chance."

"The only thing the girls 'n my class are, interested in are bci37s."

Compensation reduces tension b accepting a less preferred but more easily attainable objective.

"I'd rather spend the evening eatching TV than go out to the movies' anyay."

A-

"Dan flunked twice so he bullies everybody,in his grade."

"Who wants a promotion to head clerk? They have twice as much work to do."

Reaction'Formation - an exaggerated attitude which is the opposite of one that produces anxiety.

"My best friends are black."

171

"TItee7ated movies are absolutely horrible."

1
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Objective: To demonstrate my understanding of the reading.

Materials: The preceding reading.

Activity 5

In the previous reading you were given some examples of common defense mechanisms.

For each category of defense meckanism, write down another sentence which would be

an example of that defense mechanism, (Do not write the sentences down in the same

order).

2. Exchange papers with your partner.
v

3. See if you and your'partner can match the defense mechanism to your examples.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY CORRECTLY?

We will discuss our answers with the class.

84
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Objective: ,To demonstrate my ability to perceive defense mechanisms in the statements of

other- people.

Materials: Paper, pencil or pen

Activity 6

1. Review the different types ofdefense mechanisms frOm your reading.

2. Your teacher will read you 'a list of statements. As each statementjs read, pick

175

our the defense mechanisms.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THIS ACTI5TY CORRECTLY?:

I wild turn in a list of my answers to my teacher.

s'
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PERSON&RING'SKILLS

the list you read at the beginning of th4s.unit, Personalizing Skills weredefined as

"showing the listener that you understand and came''. This kind of responSe encourages the

speaker
1
to discuss the personal meaning of a subject, look for the emotions being expressed

by the other person, and to indicate what he is going to do to influence a situation.

For example: A person has just expressed the following: v.

"My boss, is always picking on me. I am trying very hard to do a good job, but Fit'

1,
ready to quit."

Read the following respOnses:

1. :2uifeel like quitting because you think your boss doesn't like you."
'(feeling) behavior)

,

.
.

.

"You feel like quitting because you think your boss doesn't like you because,he picks on you."
(feeling) (problem) (poor behavior)

. "YoU feel like quitting because you think our boss doesn't like you because
.

he picks on you
' (feeling) . (problem) m , (poor behavior)

and you would like to have him see the good job sou ore doing;
(goal)

. 86 .
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$
Objettive: To demonstrate the ability to respond to another's feelings (perSualizing4.

Materials: None

4

Activity 7

Instructions:'

6

Choose one Student for the role of "Dear Abby" = the other students".shoula take

turns presenting him or her with problems. "Dear Abby" should only.use active.

'responses such as mirroring (reflecting back what they say) and questions which

1
allom a responder to expresS' himself or herself freely. .After discussing the

respones, another studeht can take the part of "Dear Abby". Solutions are

not f0 be given -- only discussion of feelings and behavior is,important.

a

I.
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4.
Objective: I will deielop my initiating skills.

4,

Materials,: Your teacher will providera separate booklet entitled World of Work.

Activity

1.- Read chapter 4 in World of Work.

2. Read activity pa* 55 thru 57....
3. Complete the list of magical wtras that will:get you fired - at least ten.

Examples:

s.

a

(1) I only have twoohands.

)(2} Just a minute..,

(3) I'm ready to go on b'reak.

,HOW WILL, I KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY CORRECTLY?

turn ih elist of A to my ;eaChe:-'
A

18
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Objective: I will participate in a beach ball production line a antexercise in cooperation.
10

Materials: Will be provided by your teacher.

Activity 9

1. Your teacher will divide the class into several groups.

2.1 You will be provided with the pplies to make beach balls.

3. Your teacher will give all necessary instructions.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE COMPLETED THE ACTIVITY CORRECTLY?

Your teacher will conduct a class discussion.

t .

89.
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'GOOD GROOMING ,0

WHERE AM I GOING?

By the time I complete this activity I will have

ne essary to.get and keep a Public Serice job.

I-10W WILL I"GET THERE?.°.

1. View a film and complete a short reading

2. View a series of photographs to learn
about imagery.

3, Complete an evaluation of.my grooming
habits.

4. Complete a two week grooMing log and.
summary forth.

184

a basic knowledge of the good grooming, habits

HOW WILL I KNOW

I wilA, complete a self check activity.

I wily respond to questions about each
photograph.

( I will turn the 'evaluation form into
my teacher.

0.

I will discuss the summary form with
my teacher.

6
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Good grooming begins with your_owb.2Self concept.% How, much you care about how you appel-

and whit you are willing to do about it are the most constructive approacheS to improving your

appearance. Since a good self concept is the foundation of good grooming we will examine it in

some depth.

How you feel about "you" (your self concept) is projected in the.expression on your i ce,
,

the way you walk, and the set ofjour head and shoulders. In addition, the care of your body,

your choice of clothes and the time and effort you,sPend on self improvement are expressed,(or

negafed)in poise, self confidence and selfesteeM. this doesn't mean that what is. in ybur

-
head and heart are not important only that a good mind and-MO-aspirations deserve good pack-

,

aging.'
so.

Did you ever stop to.think abdut how,much money large companies spend on advertising? This.
,... AP

is their means of getting the concept of their product'on people's minds in a positive manner.

Wheaties would'taste the same from plain Waxed boxes and the Colonel's. Chicken would be "finger

licking good" from a brown paper bag.., Why.do you think they advertise so colorfully and package

186
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Is

a

their products in an attractive manner? Tne Icier sing is designed to.make yo, remember

'theirs product when you start to,bug! They have ried to create a better image than heir
,

compe%rs.. Appearance, colorllitd how something is sa-W all create anAmage in your mind
c,

_.....--, 1.

A.,

.
of their,product.

4

Alt u0:1 people are,,not bought and sold, their products and services are. ikhen you

aparo 4 personnel:manager you are selling your services in return ,a salary. How
r e

your ge is packa6ed is an important factor in wh'elther or not these services will be pur-

, . i

cha d and whether or not he/she will want to,exolore your other qualities.

Good Health:

'if
P le areofte surprised that health is considered a majorpart.of goo,,rooming. If

one remem er-s,howev6-, that it is very difficult to look or act 1;rell)When on feels bid, the
f

idea of oodhea as a good grooming aid 4 not difficult to understa lean, well

.;- , ,

scrubbed person who. h s the ppeerance of vigor does much to Forestall any estion ..`his /her"

physicial ability tb acco lish assigned tasks.
7

0

4/

.r., , ,:

The basic health habits of rent, proper diet, Crtanliness and exercise are essential.
$

A thorough understanding of your needs in eaChipf these areas is important. Li you have not
. $
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schileda course in Health and Hype e, you may wish to do so. In addition, your library.

will bave books and filmstrips describing good health habits, in6more detail.

1st health.habits are interrelated to personal habits and cannot be seRarated. In

addition to an immaculap body (a deodorant is a "must") your clothe's should be cleanT1 well

pressed and your fingernails clean and properly trimmed. While hairstyles may vary according.

to persqnal taste, your hair must pe clean and miell kept.

Good posture

41

is another interrelated health and personal habit. By stan.dinq and sitting

properly you aid youl.- body in functioning properly. As a personal habit it is an indication of

personal discipline end that you a person who takes pride in his/her appearance. Good

posture is a habit Which requires-constant practice to develop and npirihin. No mat*r what

your real height is, stand and walk as if you were.ten feet tall.

Clothing and Accessories:

A large.part of lOoking Well groomed is selecting and wearing suitable clothing and acces-

sories. 4at you wear can improve or spOil your appearance. We are not discussing appearance

in terms of the current fashions. It is important that-ydu are riot confused into thinking your

clothing,must be new or the very latest style. Neatness and suitability rarely depend on that

.
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rather that they be Comfortable, becoMjng, and project the best possible image. Cnoicp is

involved; a person can (and will),critically evaluate your choices and often relate them to

your values. Is your clothing too tight top sexy, too casual for the work world or too ,-

elaboraTte? Your Chice does more 'than simply add to your physical appearance; it is als&

a reflectioll of your inAr self.

In selecting clothes to wear to an interview or on the job, remember,they must be clean,

,

mended (all the
4
buttoos in place) and be 'pleasing to the eye. Even if you are interviewing

!'for a job requiring casual or work clothes, the above, rules still apply..

In. order to honestly project an image,of yourself that it pleasing to others, you must

make up your mind to be that kind of person. In other words you must develop, a positive

self concept - not afsuperficial One. Once you have done that, the proof will be in your mirror,

192
0

your mind and in your attitude. The most important point, to remember is that the basis of good

grooming and the ultimate aid to your self concept is a pleasant and alert manner.

11,

ti
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,Objective:., To lean-) about good grooming habits by watcnidg a film on goo f lgrooming.

Materials: Film - Good Grooming

' /-

*

4.

1

Activity 1

94

4-
Instructions:

47,,

I°

. T5e.purpose of this filmstrip is to Kelp you further your knowledge f good grooming.

When you complete your viewing of the filEi, there will be a short objective test which will

cover, both the previous, reading and the-content of the film:
, CV

1. If you have not already done so, read the section on grooming which occurs just before

this activity. ,

2. View the film on good grooming.

3. Discuss with'your teacher any questiOns you may have concerning the film. Add ideas

you may feel needed to be included and were not. .

4, Review the reading.

HOW WILL ,I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY

I vial take a self-check 15%,st.

I

95
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Activity 1 - continued

Self Check: Mark each of ttie following items as True or False....

1"

1.' Good grooming habits include your basic outlook on life as well as physical habits.

2- A person who has a good and realistic ?self concept is to have good grooming habits.

3. A person can never over-dress for, an interview..

4. A man should'always wear a coat and tie to an interview.

5. A women hould always wear a dress to an interview. , .

.
4.-

6. Projecting a .good self imageis a form of advertising.
.

, 7. Health habits are a critical part of your.grooming habits.
..$

, 8. In today's relaxed atmosphere, very feW personnel managers objeft to hair styles which

are extremely different. X
.

196
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9. Posture is a health habit which does not require ve-mucK attention.

10. In order.ip honestly project a positive image of yourelf, you must make up your mind

to be that,kind of person.
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Objecti. tt: learn more about' imagery.

Materials: -Selected magazine advertising, pictures provided by your teacher. :

-4

Activity 2.-

I

Instructions:

1. Your instructor will show you a series of photogi-aphs or transparencies.

2.. As you view each picture, you are to write downor respond verballj, to the

kind of image (or,concept) whi.ch was being communicated in this picture.

'3. After you have viewed the pictures or transparencies you will be asked.to

.4
.participate in a class discussion. Be able to defend your decisions.

4

HOW
v
I KNOW I'VE\DONE IT CORRECTLY.

.

*I will participate in a class or group discussion.

r
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4 Materials: Evaluation form included in this booklet

Objective: To evaluate my on personal'grooming habits.

g'

200

Activity 3 -
Instcuctions:

This activity is designed to help you 'evalUate your personal grooming habits: As you

review each item'on the sheet, answer it as. honestly 'as possible. 41

Rate yourself on a scale of 1 - 5.on each itert: Be honest wfth Yourself and do not

compare your answers with anyene until, you have finished.

, .

1. Do, I bathe daily?

2.. Do;Imash and comb my hair before starting.thy day's business?

3. Do 1 average 7 or 841ours sleep eachnjghar

Am I satisfied with myself?

5. .When,I purchase clothes, do I spend all,Of my money or fun type clothes?

6. Am I greatly overweight?

17. NckI always tired?

8. 'If there was no one else. to do.i.t, would I be filling to wash, iron

and mend my own clothes?

-

b.
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Activity 3 - continued

02

9. I wash illy hair frequ)ently.

10. I copsider myself well groomed.'

11. I have tried to ik.at myself and think of myself as others see me..,

12.. Most of the time I am happy.

o

HOW WILL I KNOW- I ' VE. DONE IT CORRECTLY

I will select the areas, which personally feel need to be improved.

file this list.

.4 a

e.

14.

o

(
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Objective: I will,improve my goad grooming habi s by regularly monitoring my progress for.

two weeks.

Materials: A good grooming log.

V

. Activity 4

Instructfons:

Review the log found on the next page,

1. 'Secure a copy of the log to take home.

2. Review your evaluation form and pick put the areas which you listed as areas for

improvement. _Circle the item on your evaluation,form which is in need ofittenti
. /

3. Take the log home and,keep a daily record of your, habits for a period of two wee
.

. . , :,

.4. Return the log to your instructor.

5.' Secure a summary form from youis inNructor and fill it out.
,

HOW WILL I KNOW .I'VE DONE If CORRECTLY,

I win complete my, summary form and this log.

I
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VW c '1 '

I will keep this daily log of my grooming and personal habits for two weeks so that I can identify areas that
need improvement. Refer to page 5 Evaluation Cheek. .

,

- -

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun. Mon. Tues Wed. Thurg. Fri. Sat. Sun.

fDid 1 take a
'bath or shower

today -

-

.

.

Did I leave my
house well ...,

. .

groomed
How .many hours.

sleep have I 1

.

.

.

,

.132.0

40 I satisfied
with myself 1

.

.

.

.

.

.

My attitude
with my family
was

.

,

,

.

;1

.

,

My weight is
satisfactory
or improving

.

,

,

,
.

/,

,

Was I tired
or was I^alert

k

.

7

.

.

.

.

.

..,..

lbid I involve

myself -in'care

of my clothes

cg t .

..

. .

,'

.

Did I shampoo
Illy hairs" .'

.
.

.

Did I look
well groomed

.

,
. . .

My attitude
w i t h otheOP
was

'

. _

:

,

.

, ,

.

,

.

.
.

..

I bias suitably

dre$sed for
activities.

Other 4
..,

.

.

6 . .

..

.
.

....._ .

,
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SUMMARY OF GOOD GROOMING LOG'

1. The areas I listed for improvement were:

2. lie area in which I was most successful in improving my grooming habits was

The improvement can be shown o my log as

3. As shown on my log, I was least consistent in

4.--The area in which I vMs least-sud'cessful was

5. I had the'most difficulty in accomplishing

6. In working on good grooming, I specifically worked on the following ideas to improve my manner,

268-
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BASIC RECORD KEEPING

fi-WHERE AM I GOING?
)....

. /

,In this. unit I am goifig to study some basic information about record keeping - - especially

record keeping by Public Service Agencies.

HOW WILL I GET THERE?

1. I will compfete the'reading

C-

assignments.

Jr-

I

ti

HOW WILL I INOW IlVE DONE.JT CORRECTLY?

Y- When I haVe read all the i'nformation

included, I'will check my answers and

When I*have all of the answers correct,"

. I will have finished. -

103
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10.

Everyone's life is .governed by records. For example, the birth certificate v.er fies age,
1.. (

d will determine'when he/she will enter public school, pe allowed to apply for a d iver's -l-icense,

be allowed to marry without parents' consent, and be eligible to collect Social Secuity retirement
.

benefits. .. 11
\I .

.

. ).

School records'often determine whetheror not individualsigetjobs. The list o records ends. 4/
. , .

.:- d
with a death certificate, and sometimes a will, 'which enables the individual's heirs claim a share

of his/her possessions.

--:-)

'. '2).

Public Service agencies, like individuals, are governed to Alarge extent,by re ords., Everyone

who works in the field of p ublic service will come in contact with different kinds f records and
,

. . ..

materials. 4s a public service worker a person may actually be invoplea in record eeping activities .

---;
.

or he/she may need to be able to use existing records. ,

),

The one basic reason for keeping or filing f'ecords is sethat they'may be fo nd quickly when
:.--

'
. ,, ., 0

, ,,.. ,

needed,, There are twp basic reasonS.fewantirig to find materials; to prove, pas actions or events,. 0,
. . --g,,`.: .

,

'and to get information needed:for planOpg .future activities.

All records must be free of mista e , easily understood.,.and readable. I correct records or

.records that cannot be read and understood are of no.value to anpne,1:!Suppos a worker in the
A - i

k . Deparlment of.Transportkion recorded a Sum owed to a.highway construction. c panres sip,000 inStead

'of $1,000. This one mistake could cost state government (taxpayers) $9;000. It could raise questions
..

about whether or not the mistake wai:inientional. Public Service workers ould remember ihat financial

41.

1k .

,

212 records are subject td audit at anytime -- accuracy:is absolutely necessa 213
R .
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Imagine the disapRointient of a high school senior who was'refused admission to a college

because the admissions officers thwght the "A".gradgs on his record were "D's". Consider the

inconvenience to an dld couple who didn't. receive their Social Security check because a worker

smeared their address and it went to Gainesville, Florida; instead of Gainesville, Georgia --

these records were not der and legible.

Filing Systems
\ 4

The filing systems used by government agencies-vary. Each department, agency, section, or

4!
division develops its own filing'system -- according to accepted practicgs. The,exact filing

procedures to be used are usually in manuals.publshedby the department, However, all filing.

syitems attempt to., fultili certain basic needs, follow similar filing procedures, and use similar
0

methods.

.214

A. Basic needs of a filing system:

1. The.filing system should be as simple as possible.

2. It 'Should be accessible to all clerical workers and members .of the professional staff

who must use it. (Some files are designated as "COnfidential").

3. Ofie person'should be responsible for maintaining.the flies.

4. Steps stiould'be takeil to make the storage area safe from fire and vandalism.

5. The system shoufd'inciude a procedure for removal and disposal or storage of inactive

. records.

105
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valuable document will never be found if it has been misfiled.

4
.

Example of .locator guides or tabs:

c

C

4 DOCUMENTATION MANAGEMENT

REPORTS (DM consolidated reports)

TNG--TRAINING0
.r/m/m woo. et/P.

MGT--ADMINISTRAthE MANAGEMENT

ADM--OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
ON.

3 GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE ,

(Temporary).

2 TRANSITORY MATERIAL

1 FILES MAINTENANCE AND DISPOSITION
FORMS (AF Form so).

14
FRONT OF, FILE

' ,

LOCATOR
GUIDES

Care should be taken to see that'the papers (folders) are in the rjght sectionei, Searching

for misfiled Papers is a waste of time and money. There is also the possibility that a

4 HI&

30
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FIRM !IMMO

11.10k.r coeumar >;itgi
ourrJs soAewHamg. IN
THESE FILES ,5o zos-r
triftiowse ARour4t7 UNTTL.

PIMP IT. k

.'

r -/

B. Basic Filing Pr6cedures:
,

1. Separate the material)o be filed from other office materials and inspect them for completeness..

218

(2. Determine which filing arrangement(s) fits the needs of that project.

3. Sort the -papers. This simply means to group papers in the correct order for Wing basedon

the arrangement(§1 selected.

4. Determine, the place foe filing.

5. Put the papers into the filing cabinets. For protection, the papers are usually placed. in

manilvfoldds-and then the folders -are placedin.certain sections identified with locator

guides or.tabs.

107
"0-
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r

A

This is-especially important since, keeping records lihmip they are no longer used wastes manpower,

equipmeht, Space, and money.

0

Nor 140.440Wlr

tit-516#10\17.°17VAD. elLes
IN 146 oFFICSIAIR35EY,
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C. 'Alphabetical Filing Arrangement:

This arrangement is used to file by name, persons, companies, agencies, etc. It is one of

six basic arrangements 'and it may be used either by itself or along with ope or mgre of

r,r

the other arrangements, which are discussed in the next reading activity.

The basic rules of alphabetical filing are:

1. File papers by the last name (surname).

, ExamplefCarter, Amy

'Downs, Harry

Moore, Bill

. When the last names of two_or more persons begin with the same first letter, look at the

second letter in.the names to decide whiC1 name comes first. If the second letter is the

same, then look at the third, and so on.

Example: Carpenter, Paul

Carter, Billy

3, .File "nothing"%before "something"

Example: Johns, Don

,

Johnson, Bud

.

4. '-if/ the last names of two or more persons are the same, compare first letters in the first

names to decide the order, of filing. If first letters in the first names are the same,

compare second letters, and so on

222
164
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EXample: Carter, Jacob

Carter, James
/

4

a

.5. If last names and first names are the same, compare middle initials and/or names.,

Example: Carter, James Earl

. Carter, James Joel

6. File hyphenated and prefixed surnames as. one word.

Example: Mac Ginty .

McConnell

Morrison

Page - Lewis

Pagella

Van Buren

7. Names of business firms which contain complete names of persons are filed as if the name

appeared by'itself.

Example: James E. Carter Cotpany

filed

Carter; James E. Company

8. Names of business firms which do not contain complg names of persons.are filed'according
,---

- ,

to their first words. If tffejirst words are the same, the second words are considered
. 2251and so on.

110
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A

Example: Carter Farms

CarterWarehouse

9..-When indexing the'many departments, divisions, etc., ill our federal govern-
,

,Ment litt U.S. Government first then index the agencies under this heading.

Example: .S. Government

Agrici;lture, Dept. of

Civil Service ComMission

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Internal'Revenue Service

fi

10. The rule for indexing federal agencies also applies to state, county, and city govern-
, 1

ments.
.

Example: Georgia State GovernMent

Agriculture Dept. of
. ,

Education, Dept. of

Labdi", Dept. of

Transportation, Dept. of

- Eample: Atlanta, City of

Fire Dept.

Police Dept.

Water 'ept.

111
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Objective: I will learn and practice the basic rules of alphabetical filing.

Materials: The attached exercise.

ACTIVITY
A

Steps: 1. Study each pair O.items (names, coMpanies, or agencies) listed below.
0

-2. Decide which item should be filed first and circle it.

3. Mentally recall the rule(s) that4applies to each choice you make.

4. Turn back to the reading assignment and look up rules about which you are uncertain.

Circle the item that shiiuld L. filed first:-

I. Billy Graham
ft

Billy Carter

2. Gerald Ford

John Fortson

3. Tom Johnson

San Johns
r

4?
s

John Adams

John Quincy Adams

e.

- 5. Dinah Shore

Mary Shore

6. Mary Tyler Moore.

Mary Jane Moore

7. John McRae

.

Donald Van Buren

A.

9. 'J.C. Baker Company

Martin Brothers Construc-
tion Company

10. Chdmbers Building Mainten-
ance

Collins Lumber Company

11. Country Charm Egg Co.

8. John Thompson Company , Country Best EgiDist.

Morgan Supply Company

112'
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Activity 2

,
Objective: I will review the major points included in the reading by completing this self

check activity.

Materials: The a-:t4vity oelow

r

Activity

Steps: 1. 'Readoeach item and fill.in the blanks so that the statement is comylete and correct.

2. Turn back to thereading and look up any item about which you-are uncertain.

Fill in:the blanks:
G

1. The main reason for developing a filing system is so that records can be
T

2. The two basfC reasons for wanting to maintain records are

3). In order for records to be useful, they must be

/ and
-

of the basic needs of a filing system .15 that it should include a procedure for removal,.

.11Sal, or storage of
record)

5. Before,liling any document, it should be inspected for (

t.

HOW WILL-I.KNOW I"VE DONE IT CORRECTLY?

230

. .

I will Obtain an answer sheet from my teacher and cheek my work..

113

N
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ADDITIO AL FILING SYSTEMS

There are five basic filing arrangements An addition to the alphabetical system. They are:

'1. Numerical Ming

IR a rimerical filing System numbers are used as captions on the guide and folder tabs.

' It is best to use this system to arrange records that, are normally identified and referred to

by number. Numbers can be assigned to persons, contracts, cases, etc. A numerical system

with assigned_numbers cannot be usedwithout a card index to identify numbers. The cards are

ind.xed alphabetically according to names or subjects. %Each,card lists the number of the

folder that, has been assi?'ed to that person, subject, company, etc. The numbers should be

arranged consecutively.

Examples: The Air Force might arrange files on aircraft by numbers:

F102

F103

F104 and so on

, The Social Security System assigns numbers:

, John Doe is 000-00-0000.,

I-

II. Subjective'Arrangement

This arrangement is used when'the records will be asked for by subject. It.is also an

alphabetical arrangement.

232 I 233



Example: A7- Force has 25 subject categories, Tne first five a-e:

1. ADM.- Office Administration

2. CIV'- Civilian Personnel Administration

3. COM - C-ommand Control and Co ication

4. ENV - Aerospace Enviro ent

5. FIND - Financial Administration.

III. Geographical Arrangement:
A

In this arrangement material is filed by geographic location (area, state, county, city,

etc.). The specific geographic division used will be determined by the filing needs of the

agency involved. The spec fiG location is filed alphabetically.

Examples: Butts County r'eorgia

Hall Cc my

Ware County Utah

South Carolina

IV. Chronological Arrangement:

This arrangement is used to put

234

. d

files in order by dates with the most recent 411(s)

appearing in the front of the file. This arrangement is often used along with other arrangements.

Example:

,May, 1976

Sept., 1976

Jan., 1977

Front of file

115
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V.

236

ti

Organizational Arrangement:

This arrangement is used when the names of the.organintion is.the main basis for filing.

The organization is also filed alphabetically.

Example: Central Gwinnett' High School

NOrth Gwinnett High; School

South Gwinnett High School

116

O

d)
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Activit? 3

Objective: The purpose of this activity is to help you prepare for your unit test by reviewing ,

some major points of 'the reading:

Materials: The activity below.

a

Activity

Steps: 1. Read each item and fill in the blanks so that the statement is complete and ci rect.

2. Turn back to the reading and look up any item about which you are uncertain:

Fill in the blanks:

1. In a numerical filing arrangement,numbers are used as on the

and

2- A numerical arrangement cannot be used without a to identify the

assigned numbers.

3. If counties are rued on the locator guides, the

being used.

4. In a chronological arrangement

'locator guides.

arrangeinent is

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE.DONE IT CORRECTLY?

38

I will obtain an answer sheet from my teacher andCheck my work,

117

O
are used on the

.z

39

5.
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Activity 4
6

Objective: The purpose of this activity is to help you learn, to recognize and use all the basic

filing arrangement.

Material: You_will need the attached filing exercises.
I

Activity

Steps: 1. Read the instructions for each exercise.

2. Study the illustration.

3. Mark the file illustration and /or (ill in the blanks as instructed.

NV.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY?

I will have an oral review and discussion-of each exercise. Correct any mistakes I

made at this time.

118
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1. Study this example of a numerical file: Find and Circle the item that is misfiled. Draw an

arrow to show where the misfiled item should be placed. Example:

AF 3050 w ,

AF 3025.1

AF 2464

( AF 2495

AF 2459

front of file

242

4

0
1

front. or

119

k

2. In this example of a subjective file, Find

the misfiled item, circle it, and draw an arrow

Rape
to show where'

1 it should be
. Murder A

L.______placed.
--, ,

Burglary

/' -

Kidnapping

Forgery

front of file

A

243
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Activity 4 - continued
.

3. Suppose you are employed by'ihe Georgia Department of Transportation here has been a violent

storm in the Gainesville area and you have been asked to set up ae for records about damages.

.

You'have irifo-rimatipn about damage to roads, culverts, bridges, traffic lights, traffic signs, and

244

tOighway maintenance shops in 'six cities - Murrayyille, Flowery Branch, Clermont,, Oakwood,
7

andl.ula. You are told to ute a geographical, rrangement for your file. Show how

the file should be set up by labeling the folders in the, following illustration:'

I

120
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um am so An MIA AR), MIcon*Ned 1111 r A. 11M 11111

4. Study the examples of chronolo
correctly filed.

Jan. 1, 197 6A.

r June 14, 1976

Aug. 1, 1976

Mar. 17, 1976

r
Jan. 1, 1977

.

front of file

1 files below, circle the example in which the documents are

. / 40----..

. B. February 14, 1976 i

(----7=
N----:--

April 10, 1976
1

,,----
July 4; 1976

--' t...______
(- --w-----,

November 24, 1976

December 25, 1976 L.
front of file

24G
, -"- 121

ti
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Activity 4 - continued

5. Study the organizational file below. Circle the item that is misfiled.

Transportation Dept.
1

Governors of Georgia

(---
Georgia Bureau of
Investigation

N.

4

, Education Dept.

- Agriculture Dept.

1

b

A

6. The file below has two different filing arrangements being used at once.

248

a. Name the arrangements used
, -

4

b. Where would you lo6I to find out about a murder committ on August 10, 1976? Circle

the correct folder.

, 122

SIN MIN INN 211. 1111 11111 11111 1111 IMO MO OMNI mos low-
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Is um mis as am um on (-1 r---1

. Activity 4 - continued

July, August, Septembei', 1976

April, May, June, T;r ,

i/

January,.February, March, 1976

//
RAPES

sS
October, November, December, 1976.

July, August, September, 1976
4

April, May, June, 1976

January, February, March, 1976

MURDERS

r.° October, November, December, 1976

July, August, September, 1976

April, May, June, 1976
3 /

January, February, March, 1976,

BURGLARIES



11

25

,

Activity 4 - continued

4 If

7. The file below uses thr e different filing arrangements.at once.

)4.

a. Name the arran' ents used.

(1)

(2)

(3)

b. Where would you look to find the Safety of of the Hall County Office of DepariMent

of Agriculture?

Circle the correct folder guide.

1111 IMO IMO ,J1111.- 1111 ore 1111 IMO

t

1,24

lea .111111 ORM IMO or oars INN

ros
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V

Ware County

Butts Count;,

Safety Plan

Ware County'

Butts County

Financtal Plan

TRANSPORTATION, DEPT. OF

61

Ail

Hall Cdunty

Cobb County

Safety Plan

Hall County'

Cobb County

J

Financial Plan ,

AGRICULTURE, DEPT. OF

Front of File

125 253



DATA PROCESSING

.-.--/-------"--4'NtiaDa means facts of information. Processing means to manipulate or to handle. Therefore,

data pi-ocessing is the handling of information. .The purpose of data processing is to organize
SO

many. facts intc seful information.
40

Public S lce agencies must process data in order to get organized information upon which to
? 0

base its operati ns. The kind of information and the crolume of data will vary with the type and

size of the agency. Data processing procedures will also vary. Each agency uses data processing

methods that best serve its needs.

I. Basic Steps of Data Processing

_/

Regardless of the method used, the basic steps in data processing are the saMe.

a. Record the necessary information (data) on a form usually called the source document. It is

absolutely necessary that the information recorded on the source document is accurate and

legible. The other steps in data.processing would result in wasted time and effort if

incorrect data were used.

b. Put the data ;into the system for prd&ssing. This step, iknown as the input, will vary with

the processing method used.

c. Process or'handle the data. As mentioned earlier different methods can be used. The basic

methods are discussed in the next reading section.

d. Record the useful information, that has "come' out" (resulted from) th4 processing. This is

254 called the output of data processing. 255'

AP
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II.. Methoof Data ProbesSing

People who specialize in data processing have devised and used hundreds of different methods.

Two of the older methods of data processing, manual and mechanical, and the newest method,

computer processing, are briefly discussed below. Many variations of these methods are in

uses today.

a. Manual Data Processing

In this method the processing is done by hand. Often called the pencil and paper way,

this method involves the use of many forms designed to handle the data.

b. Mechanical Data Processing

This methbd involves the use of machines- that help to handle the data more- quickly and

accurately. Machines used include adding machines, calculators, cash registers, accounting

machines, bookkeeping machines, key punch machines, etc.

c. Data Processing by Computer

The newest. method of data processing is by computer., The digital computer is, in Akzlf,

a data processing system. It is electronic equipment designed to perform the input, pro-.

cessing, apd output steps of data processing.

f.

To better understand how the ccaputeir works, study the following comparison between the

washing machine and the computer.

256
0
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Washing Machine

1. The-input is dirty clothes and

detergent.

1

Computer

The input is data and aprogra6(manmade

instruction.for handling data).

2. Processing is the washing according, Processing iswhen the computer uses the

to a given cycle - permanent press,

normal, delicate, etc.

3. Output is the same clothes -- clean.

prograM to organize the data-

Output is the same data organized_as use-

ful information.

The to and program may be recprded and entered into tii4 computer by a number of methods

including . . .

1. Punched Lkrds - Data is represented by holes,punched into cards, Each hole has a meaning,

and grpups oflole represent wordsL-br numbers.
,/.

2. Punched ape - Data is recorded continuously on paper tape and wound On reels. As with

punched cards, data is recorded'in the form of holes punched into the tape according to

a certain code.

253
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3. Printed, characters on paper documents The,print contains magnetic particles that can be

"read" by machine.

Example: -Account numbers orrchecks are magnetic and can be "read" by machine.

4. Magnetic Tape - This is ape covered With a layer of magnetic material. Data is

recorded in the form of invisible magenetiztO spots, called bits. Combinations of these

bits are'used as' codes for letters, numbers; etc.

Magnetic disks Data is stored in code,on a layer of magnetic material which covers flat

disks.that.look like hi-fi records. 'l is, too, can be !:read" by the computer.

People are responsible fc',r taking data from the source document and recording it in a method that

can be "read" by the computer'. Computer equipmerit charig6s this man-readable data and instruction to

machine-readable code 1-elect'r'jcal'impuls010 ane.then stores -tlformation in'its memory (internal
01,

storage unit). The computer processes data by routing electrical impulses, representing the data,

through electrical circuits. Computerequipment then changes the processing results from:electrical

. .
.'

impulses to a foimi.man can read-a0 use. The resu may be:`
,

.

'
,

3. *Printed on a form
, .

.

s 2. Puncked in cards. 4
5.

k

3. Written'on magnetic tape

4: Shown on a TV like display

Date processing by computer has two main advantages:

2'60
129 -
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1. Speed The computer saves a lot of time.
.

Example: A medium size computer can add a million four-digit numbers in ten seconds,

It Would probably take a man more than 100 days to do that much adding the

pencil and paper way.

2. )Accuracy - The computer can'perform second after second, hodr after hour,. day after

1r day without a single mistake.
i7

Of course, the computer does have limitations. It can work only with the data and program

fed into it by people. If ei.ther one or both are JOong, the results will be wrong. And then,

too, there is always the chance that computer eq4ipmeht will weat out or brealcandsrequire repairs.

Data processing by computer it especially valuable to government agencies as they attempt to

handle huge volumes of information. Por example, without the computer processing census data and

tax records wou)d be an almost imposqible task -- census data would probably be out-dated before it

could be processed,a d t66 new, tax year.woua probably start before the previous year's returns were

0
completed.

=Mt

The computer has additional value to governmental agencies because it goes beyond the mere
6

processing of data -- its memory allows the computer to keep records of information that can be found

quickly when needed. For example, a policeman can check to see if a car is stolen in a matter.of
..1.0 , t

I 1 . , .

seconds, the Air Force can know the location of all its aircraft at the flick ofa switch, and the .

,... 262 state income tax unit can check rson's tax records instantly.

130
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Acti'vity 5

Objectiv?: The purpost of the activity'is to hetc--you prepare for your unit test by reviewing

.major points of the reading.

Materials: You will need the attache fill the blank questions.

_tens: 1. --Read each iter and fill- in,the blanks so-that the statement is complete

6
and. correct..

2. Turn aback to the reading and look up any item about which you are

uncertain.
0

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY

I will obtain an answer sheet from Ty teacher and Check my. work.

,
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1 Activity 5 - continued'

t _

Fill r the blanks:
.._

1: Op InE.n . Processing means

Therefore, data processing is

2. The purpose of data processing is to organize many facts into

3. The first"step in.data processing is to the necessary

on a form usually called, the

4. In data processing by computer, the input is and a

or man ade instructions. The output is the same

organized as
,

4

5. For use by a computer, data is recorded in a method that card be "read" by machinN.

Examples include:

1.

2.

3.

(cards

tape

on paper documents
Q

.Y4

4. tape

Advantages of data'processin4by computer are its

and
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INTERVIEWING SKILLS

4

WHERE AM I GOING

By the time I complete this unit I will learn and practice the basic interviewing

skills needed to conduct factual interviews.

How Will I Get There

1. View a film on interviewing.

2. Review a list of "do's" and "don'ts"

3. Prepare for an interview

4. Conduct a mock interview

268
269

133

How Will I Know. .

. v

I will answer a series of review questions.

I will complete a self check activity.

I will complete a form designed to help

me prepare for aXinterviewl.

I will be evaluated by my teacher.
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Object ve I will view rfilm on interviewing skills.

Materials. Your teacher will provide the film for the grOup.,

Activity 1

Instructions: sr

1. Review the following questions prior to viewing the film.

-2. View the film,

8 Participate in a class review.

4. Record answers to each question for future reference.

a. 'What is an interview?

,1

b. What is the purpose of an interview?

c. What are some of the critical human rations skills needed to complete

an interview properly?

d. What are the types of questions asked in an.interview?.

e. Other than listening to what\a person .. saying, what else should-the
e

the interviewer attempt to_observe ih --der to better understand the

interviewer?
cos

f. What are the two basic types of interviews?

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY? I will record the lass answers for futUre reference.

.0/



Objective: will re iew a list of "Do's" and "Don'ts" associated with interviewing, skills.

Materials: The printed materials in this booklet.

,

272

Instructions:

U. Read the suggested practices,carefully.

2. As you reaa the
).

list, compare the "do's" and "don'ts"'which are related to

one another_

3. Complete the attached self check activity.

4. Correct your activity.

5. (Optional)6 Your teacher will assign one or more items from the ,fist to act

out or to proVide an example of the correct procedure for your classmates.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY?

I will complete the self check activity and,practice in the demonstration activity.

Y

,
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,

1. Prepare for t:14. int( r

c' de' z

and pl q.e

learn from the interview

Don'ts.

1. Don't wait until the interview has started to

.4
read your form and plan your questions. You .

that you will ask for the can't effectively listen to the interviewee

informationyA Telly-need. If you have an appli-'

cation or a fprm -o ,ce, study it, know what infor-
, I

mation is rvlue5te's". arc decide how to word your

.quetions to
.

1!et tis Information.

2. Hold the interview it 3 place that is pleasant, ctMfort-
,

'Ole, and pcivate. o not try to do soTething else

at the same time d4.) not.permit yourself to be interviewee. Don't even take notes if it

and plan your.next question at the same time.

Also, if you have not prepared your questions
a

before hand, you run the risk of leaving out

important information, not finishing on time,

and distracting the int'erviewce.

Q..2. Don't do anything that seems to distract the

interrupted.

3. lelp the' person be intervifewed to feel. at ease

and 'F,ree. to talk. To do so, be at ease yourself.

lh
Begin-the-interView by talking about things

4. that areo easy to talk about.. FOr example, if you

h-ave a form to corn lete, start with non-controversial

t,

items such as age, addrss, etc.

274
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seems to bother him/her.

3. Don't act nervous oruncomfortak

4'. 'Don't "talk down" to the other person.'

5.. Don't act as' if you are irritated.
- .

6. Don't be critical of him/her.

7. Don't,do anything that ld indicate a lack

of .interest on your part.

04 275
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4. Show that yoU ire sirrr 1r y interested 4n the inter-
,.

viewee and thEA you ,%11-irvg to help liim/her

10

become emplopd. You can do thistly Carefully liSten-

ing,to him/her and lettin tie person know that -you
e.

understand his/her feelings.

5. Be sure you stay in aultrol of the interview. Ask

queStions that wi", keep the Person talking on the

subject. e

6. Ask simple, direct questi'w:, one at a time. Be
. s

certain the inter.vie,.).r andEistands what ipformationt.

-you want.

7. Allow enougktimeffor the interview., Give the inter-

viewee plenty of timelo ansAr each question before
,

asking your,next ques&n. If there is a set time

limit forthe interview, be sure to tell the inter-'

-\
*1.

viewee 7fore you start. , l'.4.

8. If you must ask foronfidential information, do so

in a businetslike Manner and shtw that.you intend'

to keep it confidential.

137

Don'ts

! '8. Don't ask long, involved question6.
4

9. Don't use words that seem too ii rd for the

interviewees

10. Don't ask several questions at one time.

11. Don't be afraid to ask questions.

12. Don't talk too -- The purpose of an

*interview is to get information, not 'give it.

13. Don't let your personal bias (prejudices,

leanings) distort the facts you gathered.

Example: . Don't let a person's physical

,appearance influence your evaluation of

abili or character.

r

o.
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R. (continued)

Example: Wrong

3

tnat you've got a woman'

1,v'n, w4th you now., Who is sh4

and huw ,ong has she been living

with you?"

Right: Our ofLice gst have a recor&of

a'l canoes in living arrangements.

Have there been any changes in the

0
number of people 1 ving with ou

since 1.4_$-44/sit?"

'9. Tell the fnterviewe'e4hr,e/she.ca.n expect a decision.
6 ,

Example: "You shou10. get your 1,icense.1n -about

two weeks."

)

"fill call tomorrow afternOon and let you
s

. :44, q),

7 1.
know whether oe not xpu-hame, been accepted

fdr the program."

10. EValuate the,interl*eiew.,

. . v
Did you get the inforwation you Wanted tr needed?

. ere you objective.and fair with,the pe4! ,being
.

r; interviewed? ,a

138
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Objective: I will r' ,, illy understanding of the "do's" and "don'ts" list.

Materials: This ..*-check activity

,Activity 3

`Instructions:

t a (4) b °side the thingsyou should do Kileseparing for or conducting' an interview.
an put a (0)-bseside tie things you should not do-.

1 .

1. Show thatyou understand the in'terviewee's feelings.
. ,

2 Let the interviewee bake over-as soon asyou think
ve

he is ready.

e

413. Ask simple,
*
direct questidhs-one at a time. i

4. Snow that you are intereted'ih -the interviewee and that you are willing to heif him /her.'
6.. ...

5,. 1 r:y 'to do most of the talking your5elf.

6. Decide how to mord. yout7questions before the interview starts.
.

7. , If possible, -hold: the interview. in private.

8. Begin theinterview with queitions-8.th t are easy to answe
A .

9. Avoid _doing- anything that seems" to_ stract the intervi

... ,
10. Evaluate the inteiv,iew-atco7i ng

._

to yOur.personal Mat .(prejudites).
. ,.

-
,

-
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Objective: To pr-,it to conduct an interview using sample forms.

Materials: GeorLiC SLate Department of Family and Children Services Initial Contett form.
-/

(Copy included in this booklet)..

Acti vi ty_. 4

Instructions:

0

4

1. You are taassume you are the initial contact person torita Department of

Family ,41d:Children Services. You.are tp interview a person tomorrow as a
1

clerk trainee.

Aspreparation that interview, you are to complete the attached form.

,

;HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE ,IT CORRECTLY?

A
I turn in the fdrm for evaluation.o.

140
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FORM FOR C MPLETING INITIAL CONTACT FORM

1

1. Give the full meaning of the following abbreviations or -rms.

1. Rel. to H.H.

a. M/S.

3. R.

4. Income /Source,

5. Referra -1 And/or other a

(

providin4 services:

#

2. The way you would phrase questions to get information about each section of the form.

g 284

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
J

9.

10.

11.

12.

141 285 -
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Oblective: I will conduct a mock n erview to complete initial contact form.

Materials: Information in this booklet, a tape recorder or video tape machine.

Acttv-i-ty 5

Instructions:

Review the information on your form.

2. Your teacher will arrange fork .a partner to work with you.

3. Secure a recording machine.

4. Conduct. the interviewin front of the class or tape the interview and gime it

to your: teacher.

HOW WILL I KNOW -I;VE DONE.IT CORRECTLY?

I will be evaluated 'by my teacher.

al%

ti
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i Basic InforMation Form
'Initial Contact

'

Case Number

Date

I

Name-0 of Staff Member

I
Last NaM First Nixii. Maiden

Name
Sex Rel.to

HH
'Date of
.Birth

M/S R Social Security
Number

4 -

Income/Source

d of .

. .

.

, .
ftners

.

, .

,

.

.,

.
.

.
,

: .
.

,

.
,

.

.
.

..

.

.
,

.

%,

.

...._.

,

, .
,. . . .

Address:
,.

Referral and/or Other Agencies Providing Service

.

.

;

.
.

.

1.,

,

.
..Phone No. .

.

.

Own or Neighbor . ,

,
.

Problem:

4.

6

0

288., 143
289
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APPLYING FOR A PUBLIC SERVICE JOB

Introduction

I

.

: m

10,

As has-been stated from the beginning of this course of study, 'the purpose of APPS is to elp you

get arpublfe service job. The areas that have been selected as being of the most help have been presented

in your reading and you have finished the many activities which reinforce accomplishing this goal. Now

it is time to see if your k owledge is practical and really can used toren4r the work world.

The best test if to see fjrdiu can be successful ingetting-a job and the pest measure of your

290

/.
APPS preparation is to be interviewed by a prospeCtive employer. This unit is designed to coordinate

. .
..,.--

_this information that you hale learnedand then. to examine it from the stand point of an employer.
\ . , 64--

. .v

No two intervjews are the same, but most employers are looking for the same general employee assets.

. .., .

For example good health, a neat appearance, a mature attitude and ability. QBut, you are fortunate you

have the opportunity to take With you much-more when you are interviewed., The activitjes following will

review some of the APPS additional knowledge so that you can stride rather than tip-toe into your community'

agencies armed with skills beyond those of generalities.

i

WHERE AM IGrING?

' By the time I complete this unit I wilt successfully identify and apply for a public service work

station using the information in this booklet as resource informatiOn.

1

144
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.10

.

Ps

---
4

.HOW WILL I GET THERE?

1. Review all .self-check

2. Review the grooming log.

3. Complete an application for the.
station for.which I am applying

. ,
4. Take part in an interview with

the personnel officei..of my
prospective work station.

292

,

. t.
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...

-}
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,
$

HOW WjLL I K N O W . . . . .

.

v
r will take a comprehensive test from
the self-checks.

I willdress properly

I will submit it at my interview
for evaluation. '

.r-
i

. . .
.

I will receive word as'to whether I
have been accepted for a work station.

;



A

Dbjectie: To review the,students knowledge of the, reading materials.

Materials: This booklet, unit test.

Activity 1

.-- .

:.,1. Your teacher will direct you -6 a review Of all of the check tests in thf booklet.

2. You will ask for aysiftance or clarification of skillY which you have forgotten or

' '-
not- .sure.

,--. tof which' you are noe-sure. '(examOle: Writ.ten and Oral Communicailons)
.

r

'3. You will practiCe-or study these deficient areas and then recheck.

4. You will be ,asked to take a*comprehensive-teqt from the'self-checks.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT. ZORRECTLY?

My teacher, will grade my test.

146
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a

Objective: To properly -dress for a Sob interview:

Materials: NS special needed.

4

k

Activity 2

1.-.You will check your "grooming log".

2. You will list those items where improvement still is needed.

3., You wiflwatch a'video tape on interviewing,

4. Youwillselect the most effective elements th/Ae taped interview and list them.
.

, . HOW WALL I KNOW J'Vc.DONE IT CORRECTLY?

. a _
My teacher 011 gvaluate the appropriatene of my dress for thesintermiew.

29t

*

0
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Objective: To prepare for a job interview:

Materials: Application form, dark blue or black pen.
9

.Activity 3

;1_ You'will fill out an application form neatly sand.accurately.

A. You will exchange app)ications With a fellow student and make suggestions 'to

each other.

1,

.

B. You will,solicit the opinion of your teacher as to the final quality of your

application and yor interviewing techniques.

2. You will conduct mock interviews.

A. You will play the role of applicant.

B. 'You will play the, role of employer.

ROW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE .IT CORRECTLY?

My .teacher will evaj,uate my application

2 9 8
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Objective: To iv accepted at a Public Service Job Station.

Materials: No special materials needed.

Acti vi t3(

1. You will come to school dressed for an interview.

A. You will N.1Pf check your job application:

h 1. IS is neat?

2. Is it complete?

3. Is it accurate?.

4. Does it say what you 'wadt it to expreS4s?

.B. You will think over what you have learned and be ready mentally.

YOu will be interviewed bia Public Service employer whom you do not know.

HOW WILL I KNOW I'VE DONE IT CORRECTLY?

My interview will beevaluated.
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